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A B S T: R A1'.C 'T
Review of 'the literature indicated that prior to the test pro·">
gram described in this report the fatigue specimens used to study
longitudinal fillet welds did not realistically simulate prototype condi ..">
tiona. An axially loaded welded specimen is presented that gives a true
measure of the fatigue strength of a longitudinal fillet weld. This welded
specimen is relatively simple to fabricate and may be tested in any of the
modern struc~ural fatigue testing machines.
Fatigue tests conducted on axially loaded plain and fillet
welded specimens and welded built-up beams of 1fT_Itt constructional a~loy
steel are described.
It is shown that' this welded specimen simulates the flan,ge~"to-
'web fillet weld in the pure moment region of a built~up beam or any welded
built~up tension·~compressionmember. Direct similitude is obtained where
the stress state is essentially uniaxial tension. As long. as the load-
strain relationship in the longitudinal fillet weld is the same.in the
welded specimen as in a built-up beam} t~e stress spectrum is reproduced.
It is shown that the stresses in the remainder 'of the cross section have
no effect on the fatigue strength of the weld. For longitudinal fillet
welds under cpmbined stresses (for example, in the shear span of a built-
up·beam), two hypotheses of fatigue failure are presented. One "hypothesis,
utilizing the maximUm shear failure criterion, predicts the fatigue strength
of weldIDents in.a c~mbined stress state, if their fatigue strength in
uniaxial'tension is known and is the same for both biaxial and triaxial
'stress states 0
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The following factors affecting the service l'ife o~ large,
cyclically loaded steel structures are con~idered~
1. Maximum stress
2. stress range
3. Surface condition
4. Welding procedu~e
5- Moisture in welding flux
It is shown that the stress range ·is the most important stress
parameter affecting service life. Surface condition and welding
prqcedure.' have little effect on the fatigue strength of weldments but,
the presence of' moisture in the welding flux can lower the fatigue
strength of a weld.
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1. I N T' ROD U C T ION
In the search for more economical structures, designers have
gone to higher strength steels to achieve higher working stresses with
the accompanying reduction in dead weight and have resorted to welded
fabrication to obtain a more economical distribution of material. It
is known that both welding and high working stresses significantly lower
the fatigue resistance of higher strength steels and, therefore, cyclic
loading has become a critical· factor in the utilization of this material
in welded structures.
,To determine the maximum design stress-service life relationship
of welded beams it has been cU$tomary in the past to test the 'W'elded
beams themselves since the previously mentioned variables preclude the
extrapolation of test results from small coupon specfmens. in which the
only similarity to the beam is. in the type of st~el. One peculiarity
of fatigue testing is the ,considerable scatter i~ test results which
necessitates a rather large number of specimens 'if the data i$ to be
reliable. Usually, however, investiga.tors have conducted tests on only
a very small number of beams for a given set 'of parameters and the
representation of the population by the tested sample'may be legitimately·
questioned •.
If one studies a welded built-up H-beam, three a~eas that are
'critical.in fatigue become apparent: the longitudinal flange-to-web
fillet weld, the transverse stiffener-to-web fillet weld and the transverse·
fillet" weld at the.end of a partial length cover plate. The test program
herein reported simulated one of the critical zones in ttT-l" constructional
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alloy steel, the longitudinal flange ... to-web fillet weld, by axially loaded
specimens (Fig. 1). The' material, welding proce9-ure, ge'ometrical" relation-
ships, state of stress and residual stress patterns of the axially loaded
specimens were similar to those of a welded built ..~up H-beam. This
similitude was verified by testing beams of similar geometric proportions~
This correlation will enqble one to determine, in the future, the fatigue
properties of a welded built~up beam of any size and cross-section ,by
tes~ing the type of specimen developed in this program in lieu of testing
the beam itself.
" By bringing the. critical zones of large structural members under
the close scrutiny made possible by these small, relatively simple speci·
mens, the following objectives will be realized.
1. For the first t~me, a' longitudinal fillet weld
detail will be 'simulated by a specimen in which
the end of the fillet ~eld is situated outside
of the stressed portion o~ the specimen. This
has removed a source of failure initiation that
has plagued most fatigu~ studies of fillet welds.
2. The hazards of regression analysis due to the
considerable scatter of structural ·fatigue data
will be decreased because of the rather large
size of the test sample permitted by the
relatively s-imple "fillet-welded specimen.
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2. THE T EST PRO G RAM
The test program was designed to study the fatigue resistance
of longitudinal fillet welds under uniform longitudinal stress such as the
flange-to,~..web fillet weld in the pure moment region' of a welded built-up
beam in "T_l lt constructional al,loy ste.el. Instead of testing only built-
up beams under cycllc loading, small axially loaded fillet-welded ~pecimens
which simulated the critical region of the beam '(Fig. 1) were developed and
testedft Similitude of welded built-up beams was investigated by testing
beams of similar geometric proportions and metallurgical structure •.
Plain, axially loaded specimens and beams subjected to a critical
combination of shear and bending stresses were also fabricated from itT_Itt
constructional alloy steel and studied under cyclic loading.
It has been pointed out(1,2) that the fatigue behavior of a
specimen and, therefore, the simulation of a 'protot,ype configuration was
not fully defined by only the maximum stress per cycle. The test program
herein described treated the following factors as ,va,riables:
1. stress ratio
2. Maximum stress
3- Fatigue life
4. Surface condition
5- Welding procedure
6. 'Moisture in welding flux
The above mentioned factors are those most frequently encountered in the
design of- large cyclically loaded steel structures.
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To demonstrate the comp~ete similitude between the axially
loaded specimens and the beams} both static load-strai~ tests and
residual stress measurements were made on the axially loaded specimens
and the beams. Supplementary tests included tensile coupon tests of both
base material and weldment to determine mechanical properties an~~bardness
surveys on the transverse cross section of the welded specimens.
2.1 FATIGUE TESTS
The fatigue testing program was performed on the following
series of specimens fabricated from USB itT-I" constructional alloy steel.
·Twelve plain axially loaded coupons with "as received" mill
surfaces were tested at each of three str~ss ratios, R = 1/4, R = 0 and
R'= -1 to establish the fatigue behavior of "the plain material. Since
all welded specimens were descaled to facilitate fabrication, twelve
plain, descaled specimens were tested at R = 0 to determine the effect
of descaling on fatigue resistance. Four descaled plain specimens were
also tested at R = ,1/2.
Twelve longitudinal fillet welded tee specimens (axially load~d)
were tested at each of three str~ss ratios, 1/2, 0 and -1. These specimens
were welded with a tflow strength" electrode in which the tensile strength
was much less than that of the base metal. Twelve t,ee specimens fabricated
with a "high strengthft electrode were also tested at R = 1/2. (The ttlow
'strength" electrode is connnonly preferred in fabrication of fillet welded
nT_I" constructional alloy steel.
Although the welds were considered as acceptable under present
welding standards , it -was decided to modify the welding procedure. This
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modification (described in Art. 3.2) produced welds with fewer internal
defects, as verifie~ by ~-ray. To study the effect of the change in welding
procedure and of moisture in the welding flux, ten "modified weld" 'tee
specimens fabricated with unbaked flux and twelve fabricated with baked
flux were tested at R = 1/2.
The similitude was verified by fatigue testing one manually
welded (pilot) beam and twenty-three ttmodified weld't beams _ The pilot
beam and nineteen of the "modified weldtt 'beams were tested at R = 1/2.
Four beams were tested at R = 1/4.
Ea'ch specimen (except the Itunbaked flux" tees) was given a mark
such as PU-5~Z. The designation is described below.
I
First Letter (8) . Digit Last' Letter
p . Plain, descaled Number of H: R= 1/2.
PU: Plain, as received the Z~ R = 0
W Fillet welded tee specimen R: ·R :::: ..1
B Beam in the series Q: R = 1/4
All specimens were tested .in ~ 220 kip Amsler Al~ernating stress
Machine (Figs. ?- and 3) at a frequency· of 500 cycles per minute'. This
eguipment has been described(3) in detail elsewhere.
The. fatigue testing program described above is outlined in
2.2 FATIGUE TESTING PROCEDURE
If
The constant amplitude (classical Wo~ler) fatigue testing pro~
cedure was used in the test program. This procedure permitted the deter-
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mination of the fatigue properties over a wide range of stress levels.
Two approaches may be used in the constant amplitude procedure.
The first approach consists of testing each specimen at a
different stress level. Committee E~"'9 on Fatigue, American Society for
Testing and Materials, recommends(4) that, if it is required to determine
the effect of a variable as completely as possible, the number of discrete
values of the variable ,should ~e suitably spaced throughout the range of
the variable. A minimum of ten specimens per S-N curve is recommended.
In general, a small sample will fall close to ~he S-N curve due to the
high exp~ctation that, for a relatively small sample, a large percentage
of' test results will fall fairly close to the most probable value. In
this approach, however, no conclusions can be drawn concerning the variabil'~
·~ty of the sampl~ at a given stress level.
The second approach requires many more specimens that the first
a;pproach but will yield the sample variability as well as the most
probable value of the fatigue life at each s~ress level. In this approach,
the S.-N (stress vel:'f?us life) curve is expanded into a P-S-N (probability-
versus-stress-ve,rsus-life) surface. Due tp the efforts of Freudenthal,
Weibull and others, statistical methods are now being apPlied(5,6,7,8,9,lO,11,12)
more frequently to the study of data obtained from, constant amplitude tests
when an adequate number of test results exist. To permit a reasonable
s-tatistical ,approach, a large number of specimens. must be tested and six
specime,ns a"t each of three or four stress levels are a bare minimum. Eight
to ten specimens per stress level are preferred to establish the mean fatigue,
life at that level. (It has been found(13) that, for twenty specimens tested
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at a single stress level, the extreme value distribution fit the data best
although the normal and log-normal distributions were adequate in light
of the "Chi-Squaredr~ ·Test.) This approach requires prelimina.ry fatigue
tests to determine the approximate S-N curve from which appropriate stress
levels are selected.
Considerations of fabrication costs a~d required testin~ time
limited the test program 'to a maximum of twelve specimens per S-N curve.
It was decided, therefore, that the first approach described above would
be utilized following the recommended procedure of ASTM. Approximately
eight specimens were' tested to 'establish the S-N curve in the range of
lives, 105 cycles to 106 cycles, and the remainder of the specimens were
used to establish the rtknee lf and the fatigue limit of the S-N curve.
~e specimens were distributed over the range of stress levels since the
shape and location' of the S-N curves were unknown. Because of the high
probability that most of the specimens would' fall, ·~ear the mode, all S-N
curves were fitted to the data by the '.'Least Squares" method. The
applicability of th~ ttLeast Squares lt method is based on the assumption
that the frequency distribution of the log~rithms ·of the fatigue lives for
a given stress level is described by the log-normal distrib-qtion. In the
light of ,the above discussion of the second approach, this is valid for
the sample size used in the test program.
2~3 STATIC TESTS'
To establish the stress distribution across the specimen sections
and 'along their lengths at selected points, static tests were conducted on
. plain specimens R-I-H and PU-lO-Z, fillet welded tee specimen JK and beam
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B-7. ~e onset of yielding in the fillet welds of both tee specimen JK
and the beams duri~~ the 'static tests served as, an approximate measure of
the magnitude of the welding residual ~en8ile stresses. The departure from
simple bending theory in the vicinity of concentrated loads and the
magnitude and direction of the principal stresses in the tensile fillet
weld were also evaluated in the static test of beam B-7.
Welded tee sp,ecimens w-4-z and w-8-z were coated with a brittle
lacquer (Stresscoat) and statically loaded to determine the magnitude of
transverse stresses (if any) during axial loading.
2.4 SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS
In addition to tensile coupons fabricated from the 'base material,
tensile coupons were machined from the w~lded regions of beam B-2. These
tensile coupons were tested to establish the mechanical properties of
both the base material and the deposited weld.
Residual stress measurements were made on tee specimens W~3-R,
W~12-R, W-58-H, W-60-H, W-62-H and VW and beam B-2.
Hardness surveys were conducted over the cross sections of
W~3-H, W-12-H, W~23-H, W-25-H, W-3-Z, W-5~Z, W~l-R, W-ll~R and beam
B-2.
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3. T Ii ESP Eel MEN S
All spe~imens in the test program ·were fabricated from two
different, heats qf regular quality liT-I'" constructional alloy steel. The
longitudinal axes of the specimens were parallel to the direction of
rolling of the plate IJ:Laterial. All plain $pecimens and the "low strength tf
and "high strength" tee specimens were fabricated from Heat A. The
"modified weldlt tee spe'cimens and beams were fabricated from Heat B. The'
chemical composition, mechanical properties and metallurgical treatment
of these heats are summarized in Table 2.
3.1, PLAIN SPECIMENS
The plain specimens were fabricated from 3/4 inch plate. The
widths of the specimens were -reduced from 3 inches in the grip regi'on to
1-7/8 inches in the test section by transition radii of 6 inches. A
radius of 9 inches would result in a smooth stre~s flow, with no stress
concentration'at ~he transition, however, the fabricating agency was able
to produ.ce a maximum radius of only 6 inches. The machined edges of all
plain specimens were polished to a No .. 8 finish. Detail~ of the plain
specimens are-given in Fig. 4.
The surfaces of all. plain specimens were in an "as received'l
condition e~cept the series P-1-H through P-4-H and P-I-Z through P-12-Z
inclusive. The surfaces of these specimens were descaled by a Pangborn
-Rotc Blaster with a vane angle of 78 degrees using round steel shot,
. SAE 110, and an exposure of 10 minutes per surface.
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3.2 WELDED TEE SPECIMENS
The unique?ess 'of the axially loaded specimen
was that the fillet weld terminated outside of the highly'
stressed portion 'of the test section thus removing the severe stress
raiser that initiated the fatigue failures in previous longitudinal fillet"
w~ld~d sp~cimens. (1,2) This axially loaded tee specimen was also unique
in that its "neutral axis remained in the same plane everywhere along its
length. Due to this fac~) the applied load was primarily a~ial. In' the
longitudinal fillet welded specimens tested previously, the sudden ,chan~e
in .section at the weld caused a'displacement of the neutral axis and thus
" bending stre'sses were introduced at the end of' the fillet weld., These
~ddit1onal stres,sea aggravated the stress raiser and the fatigue resistance
w~s ,further reduc~d. The tee specimen developed in this program possesses
several advantages over the previously tested specimens. These are:
1. The specimen is easily fabricated since it
r€quires no special weldi~g jigs or unusual
welding processes.
2~ Because the specimen t~ly measures the fatigue
strength of a continuous, longitudinal fillet
weld, it can b"e used to evaluate the influence
of many of the factors affecting fatigue.
3- The t~e specimen can be tested in any fatigue
machine now used in structural testing.
4. The fatigue behavior of welded built-up beams
can be simulated by these relatively simple
aXially loaded specimens.
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The tee specimen's were fabricated by wel.dinc, a 3/[j inc,h x 2-3/32
'inch'web plate to a 3/4.inch flange of the same shape as a plain opecimen.
The web was reduced in t~e test sectIon by a 6 inch transition rad;ius,
thereby keeping the neutral axis in the same plane both in the grip s~ction
and the test section. Details of the tee specimens are spawn ~n Fig. 5
The web and flange were first descalect in t;he same Illf:inner as the plain
specimens and then rrachi:p.ed to the fin,al dimensions. The last step in the
fabrication was the welding of the web to the flange. I,Janual tack welds,
3/16 inch x 4 inches, were placed at the center of the specimens and then
longitudinal 1/4 in~h fillet w~lds covering the tack welds were run for
the full length of the specimen by an automatic submerged arc process.
The 3/16 inch tack weld simulated a procedure used to facilitate fabrica-
tion of a flange-to-web ,connection in practice. The flange was not pre-
cambered since th~ neutral axis of the weld coincided with the neutral
axis of the tee sp~cimen. Any distortion during the cooling of the weld
was, generally; an ~xial shortening.
Specimens W-I-H to W-12-H were fabricated with a "low strength"
(Lincoln L-70) electrode and specimens W-20-H to W-31-H were fabricated
i
/'
with a "high strength" (Page 8620) electrode. The lower strength electrodes
are preferred· because they are ·thought to be more ductile than the higher
strength electrodes and, therefore, less susceptible to cooling defects.
Although the "low strength" welds were quite acceptable by
present we,lding s'tandards., it was decided to modify the welding procedure.
This modification (slower welding speed and a different flUX) produced a
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less visGous weld melt that' reduced both the 'size and frequency of gas
pockets in the fill~t weld. The welding conditions are listed in Table 3
and the weld metal properties are listed in Table 4.
The manner in which the tee specimens were gripped in the testing
machine 'required end'blocks attached by hi'gh strength bolts to the ends of
the web (Figs. 6, and 7). ,This method of gripping permitted the end of'
the longitudinal fillet, weld to be located outside' of the stressed portion
o:r the sp'ecimen thus removing a source of faIlure initiation that ha's
plagued most fatigue studies of fillet welds.
303 -' :1 'BEAM SPECI:MENS
A pilot ,beam, fabricated with AIReD 312 (E7016) electrodes laid
manually, was tested to check the beam s~tup in the Amsler Alternating
stress Machine. This beam, shown in Fig. 8, consisted of two 3/4 inch
x 1 M 7/8 inch· flanges and a 3/8 inch x 6 inch web cut from plate material
of heats other than A or B. '
The beams of the main series consisted of two 3/4 inch x 3 inch
flanges and a 3/8 inch x 5 inch web, the details arf; shown in Fig. 9•. The
plate ·material was first flame-,cut to the fin~l dill)ensions and then descaled
by the same method as that used on the tee specimeps. The faying surfaces
of the web plates were machined to ,insure good be~ring on the flanges and
then the plates were welded together.' The flange edges were not machined
since flame-cut outstanding edges are, presently used in fabrication practice.
Four 1/4 inch automatic submerged arc fillet wel~s were run over 3/16 inch x
4 inch manual tack welds at the center of the beamo All welds were laid in
the' same direction and were alternated for'heat dissipation. Looking at a
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cross-section of the beam, the following sequence of fillet welding was
observed: lower left, upper right, lower right, upper left. The modified
'welding pro~edure, Tables 3 and 4, were used in the fabrication of the beams.
3.4 TENSILE COUPONS
Standard 1/2~inch diameter tensile coupons (Fig. 10) were
fabricated to meas~re the 'mechanical properties of the 3/4 inch material.
The mechanical properties of the 3/8 inch plate were .established by strap
tensile specimens (Fig. 10). Tensile coupons were cut from the plate
material both parallel and transverse to the direction of rolling.·
To determine the mechanical properties of the weldment, strap
tensile coupons (Fig. 11) were machined longitudinally from the flange-to~
web fillet weld area of beam B-2.
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4. TE S T RES U L T SAN D 0 B S E R V A T ION S
4.1 FATIGUE TESTS
4.1.1 Plaip Specimens
Initially four descaled plain spe'cimens were loaded cyclically
at R =1/2. P-l~H, P-2-H,and P-3-H were stressed for several million
cycles without failure., Their maximum ,stresses were increased and they
were stressed cyclically in these new ranges until failure occurred.' All
failures were initiated at an edge of the specimen, two in the test
section and two in ,the transition radius. Table 5 and Fig. 12 present
the results of these tests. In Table 5 and all following tables, the
CLimension uxu is the distance from the midpoint of the specimen to the
'fracture measured. parallel to the longitudinal axis of the specimen.
The criterion for failure, in this and succeeding series, was complete
fracture.
- To study the effect of descaling on the fatigue behavior of
plain, ItT_1ft steel, twelve were tested in the ftas received't (mill s:cale
on) condition a~d twelve were tested in the- descaled condition. Most of
the descaled specimens failed at an edge in- the test section while most
of -the- ttas received" specimens failed at an edge in the transition radius.
The test results are listed in Tables~ 6 and 7 and graphically compared in
Fig. 13.
The remaining plain specimens were ,tested in the "as receivedtt
condition at stress ratios of R = -1 and R = 1/4. The stress ratio
R = 1/4,was selected in preference to R =1/2 because it was concluded,
in light of the fo~r descaled specimens tested at R = 1/2, that the S-N
curve for the latter stress ratio lay above or near to the yield strength
of the material. M~st of the specimens tested at R = -1 failed at an
edge in the, transi~ion radius while many of those tested at R = 1/4 failed
at an edge- in the test section. Failures were initiated in the center of
the wide face of two specimens tested at R =,1/4 but this failure mode was
found at no other stress ratio. The results of the fatigue tests at R = -1
are presented in Table 8 ·and Fig. 12. The test results for R =1/4 are
shown in Table 9 ,and Fig. 12.
It will be observed in Fig. 12 that the S-N curves for R ; 1/4
andR = 0, cross in the region of high stress. The specim,ens tested at
R ~ 0 failed in the transition radius while the majority of those tested
at R = 1/4 failed in the t~st_section. The presence of a rather hi~
stress gradient due to the stress concentration at the critical point in
the former specimens raised the fatigue strength over that of the latter
specimens where the' stress gradient in the test section was close to zero.
The fatlgUe resistance of plain Has received't material is
summarized in the, form of a fatigue chart, Fig. 14. Curves of constant
life were fitted by the eye to the points (Smax., Smin.) taken from the
S-N curves of Fig. 13-
. To study the effect of understressing, all run-out specimens
were tested at a second, htgher stress. These .specimens (PU-3-Q, pU-8-z,
,PU-IQ-Z, PU-4-R and PU-12-R) fell close to the S-~ curves (Fig. -~3)
determi~ed from the tests of vi~gin specimens.
Photographs were taken of all plain specimen fracture surfaces
and typical fr~ctures are shown in Figs. 15 to 17. The plan view, Fig. ,15,
of specimen PU-7-R shows a typical fatigue crack that was initiated in the
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transition region., In this figure, a fatigue crack that was initiated in
the test section is, ,also 'visible. A typical cros,s section of a plain
s~ecimen (PU-7-Z) t~at was cyclically loaded at a low maximum stress (60 ksi) ~
is shown in Fig~ '16 while Fig. 17 shows a specimen (PU-2-Z) that was run at
a high maximUm stress (100 kai). About 7 kilocycles elapsed from the first
notice of a crack until f~acture.
4.1.2 Welded Tee Specimens
The first fatigue tests in this program on welded tee specimens
of .ttT_ln ~onstructionalalloy s~eel compared a ~t.h1gh strengthtt electrode
and a'tflow strengthtt electrode at a stress ratio of' R = 1/2. The results
of these tests (~bles 10 and 11, and Fig. 18)' indicate that 'there was no
significant difference· in the fatigue strengths of these two types of tee~
although the fatigue limit of the !thigh strengthlt tees was 'greater than that
of the "low strength" tees. All failures in the test section of the ttlow
strength" tee specimens we're initiated at gas pockets or wormholes in the
fillet weld root (Figs. 19 and 20) •. On the other hand, the "high strength"
"tee fractures we're initiated at arc strikes, as well as at wormholes, weld
spatter or blowholes. As in ·the case of the plain specimens, the criterion
for fatigue failure was complete fracture. From the first visible crack,
usually across the fillet weld, to complete fracture, 10 to 14 kilocycles
elapsed. The crack usually propagated into the flange' first and then into
the' web.
Since it appeared that the "high strengthtt weld was not superior
to the ttlow str'engthtr weld, the latter was used in the' balance of the tee
specimen tests (R = 0 and R = -1). The re'sults of these series are listed
in Tables 12 and 13 and shown in Fig. 21. The majority of the fail·ures in
the ulow strength" tees were initiated at wormholes or gas pockets in the
weld ~oot.
The Itlow strength tl tee specimen series are summarize'd in fatigue
chart, Fig. 22. In this chart, curves of co~stant fatigue life are fit by
eye to the points (Smax., ,Smin.) which are taken from' the S-N curves of
Fig. 21.
Tee specimens that were considered as run-outs (N,~ 3.5 million
cycles) were retested at a higher maximum stress to study understressing
ef~ects. . Specimens W-l1r-..H, W-12-H and W-3'-Z demonstrated. a beneficial
effect but W~ll-R showed a reduction in fatigue strength due to under-
stre'ssing. These specimens were excluded from the ttLeast Squares,r an~lysis
because of the possible tinderstressing effects.
Twenty.two tee specimens, fabricated by the modified welding
procedure (tensile strength = 67 ksi) were tested ~t R = '1/2 (see Tables
14 and 15)., Ten of these specimens were fabricated with unbaked flux and
t~e remaining twelve, were fabricated with oven baked flux. The Itur1baked
flux" tees showed a .slight decrease in fatigue res'1.stance when compared
to the·test results of the "bakedlt tees (Fig. 23). In both cases, most
fatigue failures.were initiated at wormholes or gas pockets in the weld
root. In.the,case of the modified welding procedure, the gas pockets were
~mal~er· (Fig. 24) than those noticed in the ftlow s~rengthlt welds (Figs. 19 and
20) but the increase in fatigue resistance (Fig. 23) was not significant.
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4.1.3 Welded Built-Up Beams
The pilot be~m '(Fig. 8), differing slightly in 'cross section from
the other of the beams (Fig. 9), was fabricated and tested to check'the
machine setup. The loads ~ere placed symmetrically about the midspan, 8
inches apart, and the span length was 36 inches. Failure was initiated at'
a wormhole at midspan as shown in Fig. 25; the irregularities of a manually
laid fillet ,weld may alpo'be seen in this figure. ,The results of this
test are shown in Table 16 and Fig~ 22.
Beam,s B-1, B-3, B-4, B-5 and. B-6 were tested in succession;
loa~ plac~ment and span length ~ere the same as for the pilot·~eam. Beam
, B-3 failed in the test section (pure mom~nt region between the loads) but
the other beams (~ble 16) failed in the shear span (region between the load
a~d neare-st react~on). It was decided to shorten the shear span by moving
the loads further apart and then·load approximately one-half of the beam to
the test stress for one cycle. The loads were then moved to their final
po~1tion, 8 inches apart, for the balance. of the 'cyclic test. In some cases,
it was not possibl'e ~o preload the beam to the test stress due to the upper
l'imit (220 kips)'"Of the fatigue machine capacityan<;l these beams were
stressed to the maximum load available in the machine. Preloading the beam
induced a more favorable welding residual stress redistribution in the shear
.span. Preloading, however, had the ~ame effect on' the test section (pure
moment region) that would be experienced during t~e first cycle of any
loading configuration provided the maximum ,stress during successive cycles
was not less than that during the preloading cycle. The,preloads on t~e
various beams are listed in Table 17- The span length of the preloaded
beams was 37 inches.
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Beams B-8, B-9, B-IO, B-12 and B,,3, which were preloaded, failed
in the test section ?ut B-11 and B-14, although preloaded, failed in the
shear ~pan. In the case of B-14, the maximum stress was not great enough
to cause a redistribution of the welding residual stresses. In Fig. 26,
the beams that failed in the test section are compared to the S<">N curves
for the axially load'ed "lo~ strength" tee specimens. Beams failing in the
shear span are compared to the same S<"'N curves in' Fig. 27. It is interesting
to note (Fig. 27) that the beams failing in the shear span survived a fatigue
life based on the maximum cyclic ~tress in the test section although the
stress at the point df failure was considerably less than that in the test
, section.
To investigate the effects of higher shear stress to tension
stress ratios, ten beams were tested at shorter shear spans than those
above. The loads w"ere placed 12 ,inches apart on B-16, B-18, and B-25,
16 inches apart on B-15, B-17, B-21 and B-24 and 26 inches apart on B~20
and B-22. All of ,these beams failed in, the .shear span except B-19 which
failed in the pure. m9ment region. The' test'results are shown in Fig. 27
and listed in Table 16. The result of B-19 is shown in Fig~ 260
The modes of fatigue fracture of 'the beams were si~ilar although
the location along the span varied. The crack was first noticed in the
fillet weld and, after approximately 10 kilocycles' of load application,
spre~d into the flange and weob.. The speed of crac~ propagation appeared
to' be more rapid in the flange until the crack neared the flange edge.
The web crack then progressed to a depth varying from 3/4 inch to 1 inch.
During the move~ent ·of the web crack, the load carried by the beam de-
creased and when the crack in the web reached the above mentioned depth,
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the flange failed suddenly. The load carrying capa~ity'of the beam after,
flange fracture was less than half of that of the.uncracked 'beam, although
no significant decrease in' 'load was noticed until the final 5 to 7 kilo-
cycles of life. A period of 25 to 30 kilocycles elapsed from the first
visible crack in the fillet weld, until complete fracture.
In general, ,fatigue cracks in the test section were initiated
,at gas pockets or wormholes in the.fil~et weld, root (Figo 28) while,
fatigue c'racks in the shear span appeared to start at the tips of the
discontinuity (faying surface) due to the. partial penetratiqn fillet weld
(Fig. 29).' A close inspection of Fig. 29 will disclose the fine grained
"re'gion of a slowly propagating fatigue crack (speed of propagation of the
critical crack generally varies with number of cycles) at each fillet weld
root adjacent· to the tip 'of the faying surface. It is also apparent in
Fig. 29 that the maximum tensile .stress was not parallel to the faying
,s~~face but acted at some angle with it. This is shown by the fracture
. 1t step" in the faying. surface.
For beams ~ailing in the test section, the web crack moved
vertically downw~rd (Figo 30) while a web c!ackin the shear span sloped
with respect to the vertical (Fig. 31). This progression is to be
expected since the fatigue crack will move orthogonally with respect to '
the maximum principal tensile stress. In the test section the maximum
.principal stress is hO,rizontal whereas in the shear span the maximtun
prtncipal stress is at some angl-e B vT,ith the horizontal. In Table 18 the
measured slopes of the fatigue cracks for shear span failures are compared
to the slopes computed from simple bendi~g theory. The slope of a fatigue
crack with respect to the vertical equals the angle e of the maximum
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prirtcipa~ stress with respect to the horizontal. The angle e is expressed by
2 L zy
e :::: 1/2 arc tan . (401)
(j'z - <1'"y
In simple bending theory, for a beam loaded in the manner of those
described above,
~ VQ _ PQ
zy :: Itw -- 2Itw
My _ pzy
o-z = I - 21
o-y =, 0
(4.2)
(4.4)
where Q a~d I are the first and second momentB of area respectively, tw is
the web thickness, P is the' to~al load on the beam, z is the distance,along
.the beam from the reaction and y is the distance from the beam's neutral
axis to the point u~der study. Substitution of the above expressions for
~zY' ~z 'and ~y ~nto the equation for e results in
ecomputed = 1/2 arc tan~z~
The preceding equation was used to compute ·the values of e in the last
c'olumn' of Table 18. Considering the difficulty of measuring, the actual
values 'of'Et, the agreement in Table 18 is.fair.
After failure, the fillet welds of all beams were dye~checked
and add'itional' cra.cks (see Table 16) were discovered. ,The histogram of
c~ack o·c.currence (for be'ams with an eight-inch load span) with respect to
location .along the beam is shown in Fig. 32. It· 'will be noted that the
c~acks tended to occur most frequently either in the test section or at a
point in the shear span approximately 3 to 4 inches away from the load.
No cracks, however, were observed directly over the load poin~.
All beams were instrumented with electrical resistance strain
gages on the tens'ile fillet weld and the stresses cited in 'lIable 16"ar#e
the measured values.
4.2 S~ATIC TESTS
4.2.1 Plain Specimens
Plain specimens P-l ..~H and PU-IO-Z were instrumented with
electrical resistance strain gages and tested statically for two purposes:
1. To study the 'effect of camber out of the plane
of the specimen.
2. To verify the theoretical stress concentration
factor at the transition.
Strain gages were located in the center of all four faces both
at the midpoint of th'e specimens as well as at the transition sections
(see Figs. 33 and 34).
p-lr~H, wit~ a maximum camber out' of its plane equal to 1/8 inch,
was tested static,ally after 2283 kc at Smax.•' = 77 kai. Fig. 33a indicates
the stress distribution at the transition before and after static yielding
of the specimen, while Fig. 33b indicates the stress distribution at the
center of the .test section before and after yielding. It will be seen
,that biaxial ,bending was present before yielding b~t, after yielding, the
specimen behaved ~s one in uniax,ial tension.
PU-lO-Z was tested cyclically at Smax. = 50 kai and was tested
statically at lives of 0 kc, 2020 kc and ,4294 kc. This specimen was
cambered 1/32 inch out of its plane and, therefore, bending as well as
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axial lo~ding occurredo Fig. 34 shows the stress distribution at tb,e
transition and at the test section of PU-IO-Z for 0 kc, 2020 kc and
4294 kc. Be~ding i~ the strong axis appeared to increase slightly with
life.
Coniparing Figs. 33 and, 34', ' it may b~ seen that weak axis bending'
varied with the camber out. of the plane of the specimen and .that trle
actual maximlUTl stress ,varied :from the nominal stress, Pmax./A. Since the
camber of the plain specimens 'varied from'Q t~ 5/64 inches with an average
camber of 1/32 inches, it may "be concluded that .the act~al stress and
stress fSradient at the point of 'f~tigue fracture varied an,d the stress
usually exceeded pIA ,in all plain specimens. It was also observed that
the measured stress concentration factor agreed quite w~ll with the
theoretical stress concentration factor, 101, (14) at th~ transition. The
maximum. stresses, however, indicated in FigsG 12 and 13, are nominal (pIA)
stresses and do not reflect the stress concentration.
4.2.2 Welded Tee Specimen JK
Tee specimen JK was instrumented with electrical ~esistance
strain gages, 17 linear element gages and one ~elta rosette (Fig. 35),
and test.ed statica,lly to destruction. The theoretical and measured
mechanical properties are compared in Table 19.
The static tes·t of JK was condu.cted'in two eye,les. During the
',first cycle, tl.1e load was tncreased by increments to a maximum value of
200 kips '. the ina?Cimu~ load used during the fatigue tests on the tees., and
then removed. The tee foTK was loa,ded to its ultimate tensile capacity
du~ring the' second cycle J behairing elastically, however,up to a load of
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200 kips. These static load cycles are indicated in Fig. 36 wl:.ere tb.e
tensile load is plotted versus the average longit:udinal strain in the fillet"
weld. This average strain was measured by the linear element gage 5 and
the leg H := 17 (Fig. 35) of the rose'tte.
The variation d~J.ring the first cycle of the average longit.udina,l"
strain at three points in the fillet weld is shown in Fig. 37. These load~
st.rain c~rves became non-linear at an axia,l st,ress.(PjA) of approximat.ely
35 ksi. This departure from linearity indicat~s that initiation of yield-
ing in the fillet weld occurs at relativ~ly low nominal stresses.
,The behavior of·the tee JK, during the second cycle, was elastic
" up "to a load of 200 kips. The principal stresses and their directions
(Fig ~ 38) were, COIDp'uted from the strains measured by the delta. rosette.
(This computation is explained in Sect. 4.2.3). It can be seen in Fig. 38
that the maximum principal stress <f1 had, practically the same value and
direction as the longitudinal axial stress 6z and the minimum principal
stress ~2·never exceeded 0.068 ~l' The slight disagre~ment between ~l
and ~ may be expla,ined by the stress distribution as shown in Fig. 39. /
Biaxial bending," demonstrated by these fig~res, existed to some degree in
all,tee specimens.
Biaxial" bending arose ~rom three sources: welding camber, a non-
prismatic cross section, and eccentricity of the applied load. The welding
camber in th~ plane of the web of the tees averaged 1/64 inches and varied
from 0 to 1/32 inches in the case of JK. Another consequence of fabrication
was the slight variation of cross, section properties (second moment of area,
etc.) along the length of the specimen. Eccentricity of the applied load
was also a result of the cross sectional variation as well as u.nequal slipptng
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of the grips during the first cycle. A.l·t:hough a small amount ofl biaxia..1.
bending existed in the tee specimens, Fig. 39 shows that "the stress in the
critical zone (fillet-weld root) was equal,t.o the axial stress piA.
The biaxial bending in the tee specimen under tensile loads was
also demonstrated by the brittle lacquer (stresscoat) technique.
Specimens w-4-z and w..,,.8··,z were coated with a" brittle lacquer" the crack
threshold of which was approximately 25 ks i • W-4-z was loaded to 'an
axial stress of 25 ksi and cracks developed in the coating on the flange.
When the axial stress was increased to 50 kei, the cracks spread over
the. fille~ weld and web g The crack pattern indicated that 'the maximum
, principal stresses in the test section were parallel to the longitudinal
axis and at pIA = 50 kai'no transverse stresses equal to or greater than
25 kai or, for that matte'r, excessive transverse strains existed anywhere
in the fillet weld~ w-8-z was stressed to 50 'ksi in compression but the
absence of cracks indicated that there were no principal tensile stre~ses
in excess of 25 ksi or excessive tensile strains anywh~re ,on the surface
of the tee o w-8-z w~s then loaded to 50 ksi in tension and a crack
pattern similar "to that in w-4-z was develqped.
4.2.3 Beam B-7
Be8J!1 B-7 was instrumented with 7 linear element electrical
resistance strain gages on its flange and 16 delta rosettes on its fillet
welds and w,eb (Fig.' 40). The static test on this "beam' was conducted to
study:
1. 'I'h"e load Ej,t, wrl.i.c11 yielding was initiated to
the tension fillet weld.
2" The elast,ic variat~ion of' stress in tr:,e fille't
weld with respect to load.
3. ':he depar"t.ure from simple bending theory d'u,e
to the local effects of load application.
The beam was statically loaded over a span of 37 inches with
the loads symmet~ically placed about the midspan 8 inches apart for two,
cycles.' During the third ' static loading cycle/, th~ loads were plac~d
12 inches. apart. The loads wer~e placed 16 inches and 20 inches apa,rt
during the fourth and fifth cycles respectively 0
,In the first $tatic loading cycle, the total load was varied
. from d to 190 kips in 10 kip increments and the strains in the tension
fillet weld were recorded. The horizontal strains at each roset~e on
the tension fillet weld are plotted in Fig. 41. It is apparent from
this figure that yielding was in~tiated at the gage points at a rather
\
"low bending stress (about 30 ksi). The departure from linearity of the
various low-strain curves (Fig. 41) was difficult to measure and, there-
fore, the value of 30 ksi must be regarded- as quite approximate.
During the second cycle of the .st~tic t.est the beam behaved
elastically up to the maximum' total load Of,190 kips. From the strain
readings of the delta rosettes, the maximum and minimum principal stresses,
~l a~d ·02 respectively, their ratio 02/01, the angl~ of 01 with the
,horizontal e, and the longitlldinal and transverse normal stresses., o'z and
oy respectively, were ob'tained. TJsing the strain designations, Rosette
petail 'of Fig. 40, E?:H' e 1J and E:D, the valu,es crl J 02, <1'2/0"1 and 9, were
obtained from the following eQUations(15)
lEI
€B: + €'r- +€DJ E [6'1 ~ , u2. 1. " 1-A 3 !l +~
'~eH €H +€~ +E D\2 ~ 1/2€D;EV 2 (4.6 )+ (4.7)
E and~ are Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio respectively.
(4.8)
The longi-
tudinal and transverse normal s~resses, crz and cry, may be derived from
,Mohr's' stress circle:
Equations 4.6 to 4.10 inclusively were programed on a GE-225 digital
computer and the results of these computations (the'measured stresses
were divided by the total load p) are presented ih Tables 20 to 26. In
t~ese tables, the ~e~s'ured val'ues of 61/P, <i2lP, c(210'1' EJ, .d':z/p and 6Y,/p
are compared to ~heir,calculatedvalues from simple bending'theoryo It
will be recalled that
,~ ':= 1/2 (etz f' 0;,) +
2
and
(4.11)
(4.12)
e = 1/2 arc tan _2_~~y_
cYz K3 ay
In the case of simple' bending theory
(4.13 )
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1: VQ PQ
zy =: Itw =: 2Itw
ey = 0
(4.15)
(4.16 )
where P is the total ,load ,on the beam, Q and I are the first and second
mo~ents of ~rea respectively, t is the thickness of the web plus fillet
welds at' a distance y from the centroidal axis and z is the distance from
the reaction to the point under s·t.udy. S'ubstit'uting equations 4.14, 4.15
and 4.16 into equa~ions 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 results in
i =*[1+ [1 + (:) 2]} 1/2
; = *[1 [1 + t~) 2)!1/2
and
, 2Q
e': 1/2 arc tan ----
zytw
The calculated vaiues of (flip, c:r2lP, t:f2/efl' {1, 'OZ!p and cry/p from
equations 4.15 to 4.19 inclu.~ive are listed' ,in, Tables 20 to 26.,
(4.17)
(4.18 )
(4.19)
Table 20 compa,res the measured and calculated values of, principal.
and normal stresses and e at the rosette gage points' along the tension fillet
weld'for the second static load cycle. Tables 21, 22 and 23 compare the
, above values' at points on .vertical sections through the beam 8 inches from
the midspan, 4 inches from the midspan and at the midspan respectivelyo
'The mea~ured principal stresses divided by the total loads and the angle e
are shown in Fig. 42. The measured and 'calculated bending, stresses ~z are
4 ",
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compared graphically in Fig. 43.
In the third, fourth and fifth cycle of static 'loading on Beam
B-7, ~he loads were plac,ed 12, 16 and 20 inches apart (Fig. 40)
respectively and the measured and calculated results for stresses, both
principal and normal, in the tension fillet weld are presented in Tables
24, 25 and 26.
It can be seen in Tables 20 to 26 and Fig.' 43 that the measured
bending stresses cr"z differ Iittle from the ca.lculated values but that
there is a, considerable difference between measured and calculated
pr~ncipal s~resses. 'This difference is due, in large part, to the
concentrated stresses of the load application that are superposed on the
beam bending stresses. The perturbation ,in the normal bending stress
. d.istribution due ~o local· effects of load application are insignificant
at a distance d/2 from the load point· where d is the depth of the beam.
Timoshe~ko(16) presented the approximate equation for tensile stress in
the exterior fiber of a, rectangular bea.m B,'t the loaded cross section
d'z L 6
-P ::::: -4 • - (1t d2 '
4
- --3,.,
~)
L,
where P is the load applied at midspan, t and d are the beam thickness and
depth respectively and L is the span length. Fa!" long, relatively shallow
beams, the second term in parentheses representing the perturbation is
rather ·small. For beams similar to those studied .herein, this term,
conside~ing the beam to b~ rectangular (d = web' depth + 2 times the flange
thicknes~) is equal to 0.075 and the difference in the parentheses of equation
7.21 ;La 0~925o The'ratio of' t'he calcu.lated to measured bending stress az in
the exterior tensile fiber over the ,load, Table 22, is 0.932.
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4•3 SUPPLE:MENTARY TESTS
4.3.1 Tensile Tests on'Weldment. Coupons
The results of simple tension tests' on coupons machined from
Beam B-2 (Fig. 11) are listed in Table 27. Although the tensile strength
of the weldment is greater than that of the electrode (Table 4) its
ductility has been significantly reduced.
A chemical analysis of the weldment was made and these results
are given in Table 27.
'4.3.2 Residual stress Measurements
The welding residual stresses of tee specimens W-3-R, W-12·"R,
W~58-H, W-60-H, W~62-H and .VW and Be~m B-2 were measured by sectioning
(Fig. 44). steel ,ball bearings, 1/16 inch in diameter, were embedded
in the surface of the specimens at a gage length of 3-61/64 inches
(~OO rom.). The steel ball,bearings served as gage points for a Huggen-
berger Tensotast extensometer which measured the changes in length of
the s~ctions after' sawing.
A typiqal residual stress distribution in a tee specimen is
shown in Fig. 45 and that of Beam B~~2 in Fig. 46. The residual stress
values shown in Figs. 45 and 46 were determined from the changes in gage
length on the ·specimen surfaces. The mean values of the surface residual
,stresses on opposite sides of a section for a tee ~nd for the beam are
compared. in Fig. 47.
The maximum measured residual tensile stresses are summarized
in Table 28. The average maximum residual tensile stress for tee speci-
mens was 56.4 ksi and that of t:he Beam B-2 was 61.9 kei. 'I'hree··tee
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specimens were tested cyclically before sectioning and in two of these,
W-58-H and W-62~H, ,~he ma,ximum cyclic stress was sufficient to cause yield..
,ing in the ~eld during the first cycle. If the maximum stress per cycle,
Smax., is subtracted from the yield strength, 103 kai (Table 27), the
difference should equal the maximum residual tensile stress after redist~
tribution. The value, ca~culated in the preceding manner, exceeded the
measured re'sidual stress by 5.6. ksi in specimen Wn '58-H and by 7.2 k.si in
specimen W-62"'~H (Table 28).
It was mentioned previously that the load-strain curves for the
fillet welds (Figs. 37 and 41) b~came non-linear at a fillet weld normal
stress of 35 ksi in the tee and 30 ksi in the beam. If 103 ksi (Table 27)
is accepted as the yield strength of the weldment, the above mentione~
s,tresses correspond to ma'ximum residual tensile stresses of 68 ksi for the
tee and 73 ksi for 'the beam. The load-strain curves of the weldment tensile
coupons became non-linear at a point corresponding to a maximum residual
tensile stress of 55' kai. It is possible th~t residual s'tresses higher
tnan those listed ,in Table 28 existed in, a rather narrow area (the heat
affected zone) which ,could not be measured.by the method described at the
be'glniling of this section. L. Tall, Fritz Engineering Labor~tory, measured
the welding residual stresses in welded itT_I" box sections and found that
residual stresses as high as 80 ksi existed in the' HAZ but ranged from 50
~o 60 ksi in the weld. In another study, the aut~or measured the longi-
tudinal ,residual welding s'tresses in 3/8-inch fiT_lit steel plates joined by
a single~vee E7018 butt weld. The maximum residual tensile stress was
71 kai (in the .weld) but 3/8...,inch away from the weld, t.he tensile residual
stress was only 34 ksi.
4.3.3 Hardness Surveys
Rockwell C hardness' tests were perfo~med on an "as received"
and' a descaled plain. specimen and compared in Table 29~' The Student's
"t" Test(17) was used to study the difference in average values and it
was learned that 'there was no significant differenc~ at the 5% signifi-
cance level between the surface hardnesses of the "as 'received lf and the
descaled plain specimens.
Transverse sections were sawed from selected ,tee specimens and
Beam B-2, both i:p.side and outside the tack weld. The surfaces of these
, sections were sanded with 60x and 180x carborundum paper consecutively,
and then etched with a solution of 1 part (by weight) of ammonium sulfate
to 9 parts of water. Hardness surveys were then conducted with a Rock-
well C Hardness Tester. A typical hardness survey is shown in Fig. 48.
Only the survey over. one':'half of the section is shown since the results',
were practically symmetrical with respect 'to the web centerline.
The hardness surveys on the welded cross sections are summarized
in Table 30. The 'student '. s Itt'"~ ~est showed no significant difference at
the 5% s~gnificance level between. the ayerage hardness in and outside of
the'tack weld region. The Ut" Test did, however" show significant
di'fference (at' the 5% signi·ricance level) b~tween the flange hardness and
web hardness.
The overall average in hardness values in Table 30 are: base
metal, 25.9; weld metal, 24.6 and HAZ, 38.2. These values agree with
, (18),-
comparable values from Fig. 49 (Vickers Diamond Pyramid Hardness con-
v~rte,d' to Rockwell C Har,dness): base metal 25.7; weld metal, 22.6 and
HAZ, 37.1.
5. A N A L Y SIS A N:P DIS C U S S ION 0 F T EST
RES U L T'S AND 0 B S E R V A T ION'S
Before discussing the test res'lllts, the regression analysis of
the data is presented along with a disc'ussion of the possible causes of'
experimental scatter. The similitude, of the 'fatigue behavior by the
welded tee specimeJ?s is then reviewed and a hypothes,is .for the extension
of· the tee specimen data (uniaxial stress state) to a combined stress
s·tate is presented'~ After the postulation of a :fatigue design criterion
for longitud.inal fillet welds, 'miscellaneous observations (effects. of
de~calingJ moisture, understressing and fra~ture) are ~isbussed.
5.1 REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA
5',1.1 Determination of Regression Line by the Method of Least Squares
It was assumed that the fatigue data, for the range of lives
105 and 106 cycles was described on a semi-logarithmic plot by the
strai'ght line equation
where Smax. is the maximum stress per cycle' (ksi), N is the life (ki1o-
cycles) and A and Bare coefftcients determined by a regression analysis
of Smax. on N'. Since the fatigue life N could be determined accurately
,by a. revolution c~unter, all deviations of the data from equation 5.1 were
cbnside~ed as uncertainties in the measurement of Smax.o (These uncertainties
are disc~ssed in .Sect. 501.20) The deviation or residual is described by
the ~quat~on
Residua~ =,Smax. - (A + B logN)
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where Smax. and N are measured values and the expression (A + B logN) is
the calculated value of the fatigue strength. The method of tlLeas-t
SquaresH states that the curve of best fit for a sample is the curve that
minimizes the sum of the squares of the residuals
c
-dA
.~ \' (Residua1)2 =' 0oB L
Solving the two simultaneous equations that result from the partial
differenti~tions indicated in equations 5~3 and 5.4, equations for the
. regression coeffici~nts, A and B, are obtained. (17)
I\, B\"
A =i1 LJ Smax. - Ii" L logN
n 2: Smax. logN ~ L Smaxt L logNB=-----------..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,..-----......:~---
n :L: log2N .- (L10gN)2
The values fo~ the r~gression coefficients of the test series 'are
summarized in Tabi,e 31 (for plain arid tee speCimens).
The variation about the regressio~ line (scatter in the Smax.
direction) was measured by th~ Standard Errqr ·of Estimate Sso The
Standa~d Error of 'Estimate, noth,ing more than the standard deviation of'.
the residuals . (Equation 5.2) about the regression line, is expressed by(17)
(ss)2 = ~(Residua1)~
n - 2
The 'terin n - 2 appears in the denominator rather than n eo' 1 because two
degrees of freedom are absorbed by the estimates A and B.
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A measure of the variation of Smax. with N ac·counted for by tr1.e
regression line (Equation 5.1) is the sample coefficient,· of correlation
r. (17)
The values Ss and r for the test series regression lines are
listed in Table 31. Assuming that the samples were distributed normally
with respect to the regression lines (Art'. 2.,2), 68% of the data points
fell in the interval Smax. t Ss and 95% fell within the interval
Smax •. ! 2s where Smax. is the fa~igue strength computed from equation
5.1. The scatter shown by the values of Ss in Table 31 will be discussed
in Sect. 5.1~2. The samp1~ coefficients of correlation (Table 31) were,
in all cases, greater than the value of r for the 5% significance level. (17)
This indicates that, in most cases, better than 90% of the variation of
Smax. with logN.was accounted for by the regression line (Equation 501).
To test the validity of fatigue strength predictions at stress
ratios other than·those used in the tee specimen tests, (R = 1/2, a and
-1), 4 ·beams we"re tes'ted at, R = 1/4. It, there.fore, was necess~ry to
construct an S-N curve for R = 1/4 from the· data at R = 1/2,.0 and -1.
The equation for the S-N curve was assumed to be
. Smax. == A + B logN (5.1)
where A and B varied with ,the stress ratio R (Table 31). It was further
assumed that
and
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The values of A, Band R from the "low strength" tee specimen tests*
(Table 31) were sUb,s,tituted i.nto Equations 5-9 and 5.10 which resulted in
two sets of simultaneous equations. These set~, in matrix form, were
-1
1
1
and
1
,1
1
1/2
o
-1
1/2
o
~l
1/4
o
1
1/4
o
1
:::
200.2
113-9
76.90
-46.62
.-26.56
~20.23
(5. 1i-)
Solving the sets of equations, ,5.11 and 5.12, the following values were
obtained
0(:=:113-9·
b := -26.56
~ =127.4
~ = -28.86
~ = ~90·44 ..
S = -22.53
For the Standard Error of Estimate, s:SJ matrix 5.11 became
,1 1/2.' 1/4 ~ 3-3s
1 0 0 (35 = 4.6 (5.15 )
1 -1 1 ~s 2.2'
where
Solving the set of equations, 5.15, produced
<:)( S :;: 4.60 ~ s = ~o. 927 "s = -4.07 (5.17)
Using equations 5.9, 5.1°." 5.13, .5.14, 5.16 and 5.17, the equat.ions ,for an
S-N curve for any value of R within the .limi.ts
"
* The hlo~ strength" welded tees' were considered as representative of
the population (Art. 5.2)
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..:.1 L R L + 1/2
is
, +
Smax. = A + B logN - Ss
where
A ::: 113.9 + 127.4R '+ 9O'.44R2
.. . 2
B =-26.56 - 28.86R - 22.53R
Ss = 4.60 ;.. 0.927R - 4.07R2
(5.19 )"
(5 .. 20 )
(5.21 )
To construct the S~N curve for R = 1/4, ,this value for R was substitu~ted
into Equations 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 and the regression line (5.18) became
Smax. = 151.4 '- 35.19 logN : 4.11
5.1.2 Experimental Scatter
Table 32 presents the ranges of fatigue life corresponding to
plus or minus one Standard Error of Estimate at both a high and a low
stress for the various series. It may be observed'that the range of
fatigue lives increa'sed as the maximum .cyclic stress decreased, a
phenomenon observed py fatigue investigators.
Scatter of ,variability in fatigue data may arise from three
different sources:
1. Experimental error
a. Measurement of loads on machine
b. Measurement Of test specim~n ge~metry
c • Mis'alignment of specimen in machine
2" Random nature of fatigue fracture initiation
,3. Uncontrolled variables
a. See reference 1 or 2
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Experimental error may be 'obMerved by the total differential
6. . + (~s 1\ " dS )
. . ,8 = - - u P + l.J - ~ xi
. . ' ~p ~xi
where S is the maximum ~tress per cycle (pIA), xi are the, cross sectional
dimensions of the. specimen, and ~ P and b xi are the precisions of measure..
ment •. (Misalig~ent of the specimen was not measured but every effort was
made 'to, reduce it to' a minimum.) !n the' case of plain specimens,
A ::; bt
where b and't are the specimen width and thickness respectively.
Eq~ati~n ?23 becomes
+ lli.p +Ab + P ~t)'
,A bA 'tA
-Dividing equation 5.24' by S = piA ~nd multiplying by 100%J results in
~ S = + (~ P + ~b + At) x 10010
.S • P b t
. The load was measured to ! 0.5 kips and the dimensions were, measured to
: 1/128 in~hes. Choosing the dime~sions band t as the nominal values
less · band t respectively, Equation 5.25 becomes
~s=~ (5~~ + 1~48%)
sis equals ~ 2.10~ and for ~ax. equal to
40 ksi, sis, was equal to ~2.37%. The corresponding 'stress variations,
were, at 80 ,ksi, , ~ 1.7 'ksi and, at 40ksi, ~ 0.95 ksi" Performing
simila~ computations for the experimental ~rror in the case of the
:weld~d tee specimens, Equation 5-,26 became
As +S= - 221. P + 2.06%
Ev"aluating Equation 5027 at. Smax~ equal to 80 ksi 'and 40 k.sI, !isis
eql1ale~ ~ 2.36% and.:- 2,,66% respecti velyo Tb.e correspondirlg st,ress
va,riations y;ere .:' ~o9" k·.si" a.t 80 lz..:si a.n.d ~. 1.1 ks.i a~~ 40 k.si o ComparJirlg
the stress variatjions from experirnental er'ror with tb.e stress variatiorJ.s
corresponding to two Standard Errors of Estimate (Table 31), it may be
seen that experimental er~or accou.Ylts ,for orily a sma:l'l part of tIle data
scatter. For a more vali"d explana'tiorl of fatigtte 'data varia'bilit.YJ one
mu_st study the random nat'J~rJe of tl1e fatigue ~ractl:i.re initiat,Jono
Meta110graphic studies (1,2) :b.ave indic~ted that fatigue cracks
usually are, initiated a-c inclusions or imperfections. In. addition,
these studies have sh,own that the striations or slip bands are highly
localized at low cyclic stresses but "become more widely distri'bu,ted
with an incr~ease in maximum cyclic stress 0 At ,st,atic stresses, these
slip bands are uniformly distributed ov~r the cross sectional area. From
this variation in slip band density it appea:t"s that a'c, low cyclic stresses
there are fewer critical impe"rfections .in a given region tharl a~c higr-ier~
stresses. Tr.l.e presence of a critical imperfection is therefore less
pro"bable at lower stresses than at f.Ligher stresses' and the 'Variability
(scatter) in fatig'C~,e lives will vary inv"'erse].y as tr.:.is pro·ba,:biliJ~y.
, 'Ito explain tt.e 'variation in severity with maximum cyclic st,ress,
a simple mode]. will be di.sCl:iSSedq Let a perforated rec't;angl1.1ar bar
"r'~p:e.esent a,n axia.lly loaded fa-tigue specimen cont~ining a circti.:lar
iinperf\:§~tion of radi~s a. The longitmildina:L str~ess S near the imperfec cs
tion may -be" expressed by the equ.ation (16)
where if is the nominal axial stress '(piA) 0 At the' edge- of the imperfecti~n
(x = a), the stress is"
s =:: 3tr'
Differentiating E,quation 5.28 witt. respect to x results in the expression
for stress gradient
The streSs gradient at the edge of the impe~fection (x ~ a) is
Fro~ Equation 5.29, it is obvious that for elast~c behavior of the material,
- the stress adjacent to an impe'rfection is a, function only of tr.le nomina..l
stress ~and not of the size of 'the imperfection 0 'On the other hand,
Eg,usJtion 5.31 shows that the stress gradient varies inversely a.s the
size a. of the imperfection as well as varying directly .as the nominal
stre'ss 0-: At low stresses, the material adjacent to all imperfec~,ions
will be subjected to. the same stress spect~ but to' d~fferent stress
gradi~nt6depending~n,the size of th~ imperfect~on. Since the fatig~e
life for ,a given ,maximum cyclic stress and stress ratio will vary with
the stress gradient, (1,2) the f~tiglle l"ife will, in general, vary from
locality to anotru3r in any given cr'oss section. If, however, the maximum
cyclic stress .adjacent to an imperfection is sufficient to ca.use loca.:~
yielding during the first load cycle, the' ~aximum .stress and stress
,gradient (dS/d~ equals 0 ove.r yielded .zone). will be the same at all
imperfections. Tt~e fatigu.e life" therefore', will vary to a. much lesser
degree' over the C!~OSs section of a Bpec:i.~en at high cyclic stresses than
at low cyclic stresses.
...h3
Another factor that will affect the scatter of fat.igll,e data is
surface condition. (19)' In the case of the welded tee specimens, the
effect of surfa.ce condition was insign.i fic~?,nt since most. of t·he failures
were initiated at the weld root. The fa,tigue failures of t:b.e pla.in
specimens wer~ initiated at the su~face,_ however" and surface condition
was probably an important, but uncontrolled.,. variable-. Dwle to the comr:-
bined peening and gouging' of the s~ot blasting (Sect'. 5G4~2) techrtiq~e,
the surfa,ce on a descaled spe'cimen was pr,obably more irreg'~.la,r than
that of an "as recei\Ted" specimen th':1s a0coun~ing for t:te greater, sca,tte'r
in the case of the descaled specimens.
The possible effects of variation of camber on the scatter of
plain specimens were als'o investigated~ ,II~e amount of l)iaxia.l 'bending
stress superposed on the 'axial stress varied as the camber, therefore,
Coefficients of Correlation, (camber versus difference in calculated and
measured life) were comp1A.'ted for R =: 1/4 and. c..l. The Coefficients of
Correlation were, for R :::: 1/'4, equal to ~,.O.051 and, for R :=: 01., equ.al
to -0.024 showing ,that there was practically no correlation between
scatter and specimen ,camber~
5.2.1 Repres~ntation of Prototype .Pop'l11ation by Test Sample
The weldments in the tee specimens were similar to those obtained
in any ·qua,iity conscio'u's fa.bricating shopo Tb.e base materials were tak.en
as random sample's from a co~ercial rolling order and the weldi.ng pro-
cedures we:re identical to those used in tb.e strILlctu.ra:l steel fabricating
industry_ It: was pO:ln~ted O'l:~,t. pre'vit?'usly -t:.hat both the residual stresses
(Sect. 4.3.2) and llardnesses (Se'cto' }~·.3.3) of the test weld.s were similar
'to those measured elsewhere.
The rtlow strengthf~ ·welded tee specimens were accepted as repre-
sentative of the, various weld electrodes and', welding px·ocedures 11sed, since
it apP,eared that no significant differences' in fatigue resistance existed.• '
The s.light increase in fatigue strength of the t:baked flux't modified
weld tees over the ttlow strength" tees (Figo 23)' was, 'in' a1'1 'likelihood,
due to the differences·in tensile strengths of heats A and B (Table 2).
Th.e differe,nces in theoretical 'ten,sile strengt,hs, based on tensile coupon
tests (Table "2), of a welded tee specimen was 3.8% while the differences
in fa:ti~e strengths were 1% at 105 cycles a~d 4% at 106 cycles (Figft 23).
The modification ;of the ~eldin~ procedure reduced the size of the gas pockets
'(wOrmholes) but the argument of' Sect. 5e,l. 2 showed that; the diameter of ~n
imperfection has little or no' effect on the fatigue strength at the high
. cyclic stresses of R = 1/2,.
5.2.2 Correlation of Welq.ed Tee 'Specimens and Welded" Built~Up .Bearas
The correlation of the welded tee specimen~ and the wel~ed built~
up peams, ,that-' f&iled in t~e pure moment region (Figo 26) was good. For
the beams fabricated with the automatic submerged arc welds, all test
points' fell within plus or minus one Standard Error of Estimate. The
manually welded b'eam fell' just beloW' this band 'but this was ex~ected
since .it has been shown previoUSly(1,2) that automati~ submerged arc
welds are superior in fatigue to manually 'laid' weld.s.,
In a~d1tion tosimil:l,tude of the base met.al, weld metal and
weld procedures, the welded tee specimens rep:roduced "t.h.e stress state
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(essenttally unic1.xial 'tension), maX:lITlUm rlomlnal eyclic, stress and
'stress rat.1o of the p'ure moment regions of the bea,rns. Al~though the
beam 'veld defects (~ormh~les) were smaller t.han those of the "low
strength" i~lelded tees, the arguments of Sect. 5.:1.2 D,re f.igai.n applica'ble
at the ~ela~ively high maxim'urn s·t~esses of R :.:: JM/2~
. From the resid-ual stress meas'urem~~ts (Sec·t. 4.3.2 ) it was
learned that the maximum residila.l tensile stresses ·in. trle 'beams w.ere
approximatelY·,5 ksi greater than in the welded t~ees. r.I'r1.8 11al'lle of ttl.e
residual tensile stress will va:r.~y witl'"! t:r~e rest:raint. -Co tempe:rat~.1re
distortion offered by the base material, (2) and, obYiously, the 'beam's
greater cross sectional area offered greater restraint, to dimensional
changes than that of the tee. 'Ihis v·~rJ.ation, however, is not important.
if the s.um of the maxim~ cycl'ic stress a.nd the maxim1.:ln resid~al tensile
stress is equal tq or greater than the yield strength of the weldment.
If this sum exceeds the yield strength, yielding ~nd the accompany~ng
redistribution 'of r~sidual 'stresses occu:r d'L1.ring the first load cycle
and the actual maximum cyclic stress 1.6, thereafter, equal t,o ·the yield
strength of the weldment' (see Appendix II). When.yielding, occurs in the
first load cycle, it is sufficient to define.the s'tress spectrUm by citing
onljt the stre,ss range Sr- Accepting the maximull1 residual tenstle stresses'
of 56 ksi and 62 ksi (Ta"ble 28) flor the t;ee a·nd beam respe(~ti:~r(~.ly a:nd
103 k's.1 (Table 27) as the' yield. strengtJ.1 of the weldment, the act'ual
maximum cyclic st'ress will equal th.e weldment t s yield strength when
stee ~ 46 k ·ma.x." .SJ,
or ,
o'bea,m ~ 4~) ':=.. 1 ksimax 0
, -46
The test data for specimens satisfying the above criteria 'are
·plotted· in' Fig. 5,0,. ~ log-log plot of stress ra,n,ge versus fatigue life
was used in }J'ig. 50' since ~:q.e relation' Sr, ,N is a hig:her order curve
thatl the relation Smax. J N. Replacing ,the term Smax. wii~h the, term
lo·gSr in the computations of Sect. 5.1 .• 1, tr~e regre.~sion line in Fig. '50
was established,as
, " .f..
~e standard Error of Estimate was computed, as.- 0.0253 and ~he Sample
,Coefficient of Correlation was -0.98. ·This value of the Standard Error
of Esti:mate is a logar.ithrn and corresponds to a range of ~ l.t""( ksi for·
Sr' equal 'to 30 ksi'and,a range. Of_J 3.4ksi for Sr e~lal to 60 ksi.
Comparing the dispersion and correlation of tl1(~ regression Itne (5.32)
with those listed in ~able 31, it w~ll be seen that· equation 5.32' is as
good a fit to the data as the- equations for Smax. ,versus logN for the
welded tees.
5.2.3 Prediction of Fatigue Resistance of Large Weldments
'One, obvio~s feature of the' welded· tee specimen 'is that i't is
smaller than some prototype weldments in both. weld size and plate thick-
ness. It is inlportant, ,however, to be a'ble to judge the f"'atigue resist ..
ance of the larger weldments from the data obtained from wel.ded t.ee
specimen tests. It has ·been mentioned(2)_'bhatfatigue resistance de-
creases wttn an .inc'rease in size. This is true for pIa.in ma.terial 'but,
for spec imens with longitudinal fille,t 1v~lds, the defect,s ("tvarmholes ) have
,prac~icallythe same severity regardless of tb.e weld size for high
stresses (Sect. 5.1.2). This was demonstirat,ed in .'B'lg. 23, where a dec!'ease
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in defect size had little effect on the fa~igue resistance. Holding the
defect size constant and increasing the weld size should be no different.
At low cyclic·stresses, the fatigue strength of the welded tees
may give ,a conservative estimate due to, the increase in stress gradient
and the ,accompanying increase in fa~igue resistance (Equation 5.31) with·
a decrease in the ratio of defect diameter' to fillet weld size.
·The fatigue life to complete fracture of a'deep welded beam or
a built-up tension-compression member may be underestimated by welded tee
specimen data due to a slower velocity ,of crack growth in the wide plate
material. If, however, the criterion of· unservicab11ity is a visible
crack in the fillet weld and not complete f~cture, the tee specimens
should give an adequate measure of the .load cycles to this condition.
Although a crack in the· fillet weld does not mean instantaneous failure,
~t is worthy as a basis for unservicability criterion for two reasons:
1. Moisture or other corrosive ,agents ·in the
. .
, atmosphere me.y enter the fatigue crack and
accelerate its' growth.
2. .A fatigue crack is a severe stress raiser
and, given the proper' conditions (high
rate of loading, "high re~traint to yielding
and/or a considerable tenIperature drop),
may initiate a brittle f~cture.
Due to the size of the fil~et welds in the tees and beams, it
is likely.that there was considerable admixture of base metal. with weld
metal. As a result, the deposited weld metal deposited from the fthigh
strength" and ulow·strengthU electrodes would tend to have similar
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chemi'cal compositioD and mec.hartical pr(jper~ies9 T11is is 'rl0~G expect.ed to
hold 'true as the' size .of the fillet ,weld is i.ncreas(jd.
5. 3 EF~'ECT, OF COMBINED' S'TRESSEfl,
~he results of beams which failed in the shear 9pan we~e
compared in 'Fig. 27 to the results Ofl t:r~e welded tee spec imens • The tee
specimen regress·ion lines, (Ta,ble '31) estimated t;he ff.:Lt~g1J..e li'ves of trH3se
b'eams reasonably weli when based on the stress in .the p'ure momer:t, :~egion.
~owever; the stre'ss at the point of faill.1re', (cornpu.ted 'by simp:Le bend1.n.g
theory) was considerably less than that ,in the ,p'l;;.+:,e moment I~egion.
'It has bE1en pointed out(1,2) that a combined stress state may
be more critical in fatigue than a uniaxial stress state. It was in-
dicated(1,2) that the super-positionQf' a shearing stress on a uniaxial
'tensile stress lo.wered th.e fat'igue, strength f6:r a gi~~~en' lif,e. The most
critical region in a cylically loaded beam 'should then be directly over
the l~d where the 'bending stres,f? and ·the shear stress (ea(~ll eomp·:.;,ted by
simple ben'ding theory) are, each, maxi~um and tr:.erefo:re ,prod~I';~~e ·(,:be most
critical combined' stress sta'te. Howeve~, after inspe~tion of the beams,
it was found th~~ no fattgue cracks occurred over the load. and tl1at most
of 'the shear 'span fa~igue cracks occurred two to five inches outside the
,load in ,the "shear span. In th.e s~mple bending tb.eory'it l.S ass·t;aned that
no normal stresses ,exist trlansverse to the longi·:;·0.dir:ta,l axis of trle beam
(along y-axis; F'ig. 40).' The stat;i.e test of beam. B"'7, ,t.owe'ver.CJ indicated
a.' pertu+,bat1'on of the simple be'nding tb.eory d'll6 -t:o tb.e local a:ffect of
'lo,ad appli'cation (this would "be less ~ff~ec~i"lle orl deepe:t' sectlons) and
showed that normal stress cJ" y (tran~verse to long:l:r..~":~(lirla.J.. axis) existed
in the fillet wel~ (Table ,20).,
5.3.1 Hypotlles_es for Fatigue Fail'u:~es tJrlder Cornbined stresses
'Using the measured static stress relationsrlipf? of Beam B-7 and
more rigorous applications of the maximum shear a.nd distortion energy
fatigue criterions, two hypotheses of f'atigu,e fail~..lre in a com'bined
stress are now· presented:
The change in maXirnU111' ~hear .(distorti?n 'energy)
in the critical combined 8/tress state for. fatigue
failure equals the. chapge in max1IDlim shear (distortion
energy) in the crit~cal uniaxial st'ress sta.'te for
fatigue failureo
It is assumed that:
1. The material in the critical region is homogeneous
and isotro;pic.
2. Th~ ratios (Jlmin/dl max and 0'2min/ (f2max remain
constant during the load cycle.
3. The a~gle e'remains unchanged. during the'load cycle.
(9 is the angl~ between et;. and the Z-axis.)
4. The maximum snear (distortion energy) fatigu~
criterion is applicable.
5. .The combined stress sta'te is essentially biaxial.
Assumptions 1 and 4 are b~sed on the considerable number of experimental
studies on material properties. (1,2) The static test'of Beam B-7
validates assumptlons 2 apd 3. Assumption 5 wa.s made to simplify the
computa~ions.' No .~nformation could be obtained on the magnitude ,of normal,'
stress across the web thickness.
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Maximum Shear Hypothesis
The maximum.shear hypothesis m~y be wrltten analytieally as
't ~ .. ~ c u ·u
maX. - ·min = 'tmax • - '1:min
where the maximum shear for the biaxial stress state is
and th'e maximum sheaJ;' for' the uniaxial state is
,..,..u ..... £.'
. '\.. - :2
~here (/1 ,and' cr2 are the princ,;i..pal stresses an~ S is the fatigue strength
for uniaxial tenston. With the substitution of Equations 5.34 and 5.35
into 5.33 and with (d2lr:11 )max.=(o"2/ d l)min as ,shown by the static
test, of Beam B-7
Smax. - Sm'in.
= 2
or
By definition of the stress rang~
"'1 .. ' - (fl' \ -- '(fl'm1n. - max., r
Smin. = Smaxo - Sr
where thesubscrip,t r denotes the, ,range. Slipst~t;~ting Equ.ations 5.37 and
which states that the criticalstjress range dl r for a biaxia.l stress state
equals the criticaL uniaxial stress range $r divld~d ~Y a coeff,icient WMS
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which is a function of the 'beam c,ross sectioIl a.Dei loca,tion along the beam
'and 'is invariant with. the load~
,Dis'to~ltion Energy HyPothesis
. The hypothesis based. on t.he distol'~tion energy fatigue f1ailu.re
may be written
C . C ,u· c
Umax • - lImin • ::: TJm~x. TJmin. ,
with
1 + Jl
3E
where u\,is Poisson's Ratio and E is Young~s m~a:tl.lus. Thus)
«(J~ max. - cr~ min) {I -~~ + (~~/1 :: S;ax. - S;in. (5.42)
It has been shown(1,2) that the beams of this program yielded in the
fillet 'weld during the first load cycle, therefore
Smax .. ·= Fy
and, from the Hericky-Mises yield criterion
where .Fy,is the uniaxial yield strength Of, the material. Thus"with the
substitution -of Equations' 5.37,. 5.3r-(a, 5.43 ·and 5',,44 into 5.42 a,nd :re-
,a~r~n~ement of terms
($" 2 _ . / 2 Fy eJ 1r + 2 FySr - s:/ :: 0
1r .. ~ .~;'cd~o'l +(0' 2/0'1)2]1/2 t -cr~(f1 + (o'2/d1)~
, 1 ,
. The roots of Equatio;n 5.4'5 a're
(5.'45 )
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0·; Sr ' ' Sr,
. lr =: [1 _ 021 &1 + (<i/o'1/] 1/2 =: ViDE
and
2 Fly -' SI~
WDE
Since, .in the range of data Sr "Fy and W ~ 1.263 in every case but two,
Equation 5.47 could result in a value ofdlr greater tha.n the tensile
st'rengt~ of the mate~ial. Thus, the valid root is
Note the' resemblance of Equation 5.46 to Equation 5.38 where the
only difference i~ in the coeff~cient'W.
'5.3'.2 Interaction Diagram
As in the static stress state of combined stresses, the authors
belie've that an, interactiC?U .diag,~am for fatigue failuI'e would .be
desirable. Using the static stress ~elationships of beam B-7 and the
maximum shear ,and' distortion energy fatigue criterion,s, the interaction
equ~tions' are' now presented.
From the ,basic' ~trength theory a,nd Equ,ation 5--"35
knowing'that
and
d 1 =a'x; d y +~(dx ~dYt +7:J
<:$ 2 = d x + d l _A', (dx . .;, d y)2 + ~ 2 '2 Tl 2-zy
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. 8ubstit'uting for' the principal stresses in Equa,tlon 5.48 resD..lts in
S == C(Jx -Uy) ...C ( 1:~y )2\
. V1+1.: Q"x tf y
non-dimensionalizing results in tIle interaetion eq,tt8..tion
Distortion Energy
From Equation 5.4i and the H~ncky-von Mises :fail'v~re theory
.once again substituting for the principal stresses
cr' 2 rt' d 2, 2 2
x - u x y +rty + 3 t zy =: S
or
23 "tzy1 + _-__--...1""-.--. _
(f2_<J (J +CJ 2
.x x' y y
inverting and taking the square root results in t.he intera.ction equ.ation
V()"x2_<r~ cry + r;j y2 \_ 1
S -fl+3(<1~2_(i'tt+cr2Y
x y .y
Not'e ,that both of 'the interaction equations are o~ tt~e fonn
1
+ a ( 't'Zy)2"'
f (0') -
·where a ~'guals 3 and 4, f'or disto:r·tion energy an.d maximum shear theories
respect·ively a.nd for very small values of cr';p that Eq!.:tatiOI1-.S 5. 50 and 5. 53
·would be'come
5.3.3 Ana,lysis' of Results
.To test the hypotheses for fatigue 'fai~ure, the static stress
, .
relationships of Beam B-7.were assumed to be representative for all beams~
railing in ~~e shea~ span. Then Equations 5.38 and 5.46 could be'applie~
, ~eas' ,
with: values of GIr, , WMS and WDE being graphically interpolated from the
vaiu~s listed in Table 33 and' 34. The critical stress rang~ for unia.xial
,loading ·was c'omputed', :from. the regres'sion line
l,Og Sr = 2.36180 - 0.29536 log N
fitt~d by Least Squares to the ,results of the beams failing in the pure
moment region (B-3, B..8,B';'9, B~lO,B-l2, B-l3 andB-19). 'I'he predicted
cr ','
critical stress rangea'lr for each hY];)othesis was then computed from'
, cr c1 Meas
Equations 5.38 an'd 5.46. The values orct1 and 1 are compared in, ,r r
Table 35 where it can be seen 'that for the maxl.mum shear hypothesis the
p~edicted stress range is above tl:le measure-d criti9a1, 'stress range for .
.about, half of the specimens and below for the other half, witb. an ave:rage
p'e:rcent error of 7. 73%'. This type of seatter is common in fatigue testing.
~quation 5.51J from ~he distortion energy hypothesis results'
~n a~ 'average percent error of 11.72% wnich is larger than the average
percent error from the maximtun shea! hypot~esls, and also the,critical
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stres,s range is overestimat'ed in 11 'out of 13 cases o
Two possible· ca'uses of scatter in aOJlitlon to +~he statistical
nature of fatigue failure. would 'be the incompl.et<=; rep:resenta,tion of', the
static stress state of Beam ~B"'7 and t.he graphical in·ter.po:Lai:,ion of the
parameters.
'It should be noted'that in t1?-ewel,d regiorl there was (~onsid.erable
restraint to lateral strain and a tensile stress ~3 would be developed
across the web thickness. Expandi.ng the distol1Jtion erlergy hypothesi"s for
a t'riaxial stress state Equation 5.46 becomes
With the subs~itution of WDE' Equation 5.58 becomes
were' a tensile stress the t;errns in the brac~et would ·be less than
CIt "
This would increase 'the value of Cf'lr previously comp'uted, thus "
causing a larger error between the measured and predicted ,critical stress
range.
For the maximum shear llypothesis, t~J.e basic strengtl1 theory
states that the difference between the maximum and minim1lm stresses is
equal to the yield stress. Since (j'3 is tensile an.d 0'2 compressive,
this theory is
With the· same reasoning as in Section 5,3.1 Equation 5,60 ·bec:omes
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and
Sr
:.~ -'-
WMS
which is the same as Equation 5.38. 'Ihus, the crit~ical stress range is
the same for a triaxial br bia~ial stress state.
From the interaction ,diagrarrl (Fig. 51) and Tables 36 a.nd '37, it'
can ,be seen ·that the, maxi~um shear hypo'~hesis results again 'in a small'er
average' ,percent error for both the maximum "stress, va.l\~es a'nd the stress
range values. The s'tress range, Sr, wa,e aga~n compu.ted from Equation 5.61
whereas the' maximum stress Smax. was computed from
Smax. =200.2" .. 46.62 log N, R:::: li2
and
'Which are the' regression lines" d~termined by .tb.e leasti sq~9.:res, method,
for Jtlow strengtntt welded' tee specime~s. ' The .values for 0'z, cI~ and
~zy were g~aphically interpolated from the values determined from the
stat.ic te.st of Beam-B..,7 (Tables 20,24, 25 ~n~ 26) •
.By' maki.ng, '"rz.y/ f (d) the independent variable fO,r the maximum
she~r fa.ilure· t~eory, the predicted :f('1)/.S fa]~ls a'bove and below the
measured f(cf)/S for'both the stress range·values and the maximum stress
values·~ Also, the stress range values ,resul·t' in 8.., smal..ler a'verage error.
(This is probably due to Smax. being determined by the ~:;ee' specimen
regression lines,.)
For the ,distortion' e~ergy :fail'ure theory, the, predicted,f(o' )/8
,falls both above and below the "meas'ured,:E(O')/S' for th.e'maxlmum stl:r'ess values",
but is above the measured, f(d )/8 in 11, out', Of 13 (:;8,ses fOl i t:b.e ertress range.
values. ·This is ~n agre~ment with the co:rrels,tion of the dis'tortion energy
hypothesis where 11 of 13 cases overles'tima"ted the c:cl't:i.cal stress range.
As before scat.ter wOllld be due to the s'tat.ist:l.cal n.atu.rfe of
fatigue J incomplete ~epr~sentation of' the d.yna.mica,ll:)1' testl2:d 'beams, by
Beam B-7 and the graphical interpolation of d'z' cry and 'rzy•
5.4 MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS
5.4.1 Fatigue Fracture
In the tes.ts of all of the welded specimens except the fth.igh
strengthft pbees, it appeared tb.at t1:1e gas pocke·t o:r worrn1.~ole wa,s t.:t:e mO'8t
critical defect in the initiat~on of 'fatigue fracture. For tb.e !thigh
strerigth't tees, however, about half of the fatigue fractures were
initiated at some surface defect s1J.ch ,as an arc strike, .weld spatter
or surface- blowhole in the weld.
Porosity i~ welds is caused'by bubbles of gas in' the liquid
metal that have not risen to the surface due to the visco,sity of the weld
melt. Gas pores in, welds may take the form of blowholes or wormholes'
(piping) • Blowholes are smootll, bright, rounded ea'vitiE:S' in t:b4e weld
metal while ,wormholes are a series of connect..ed blowholes,. as shown in
" .' '(21)
Fig. 19. Blowholes are caused' by anyone of·the following three effects.
1. Since gases are less soluble' ~n liquid stee.l a,t
low temperatl1:res than a,t higb.. t.emperat~urJes~I) the
gases c'ome o'ut of solution. in the cooling melt
and :form bubbles that ar'e tra.pped in, ,the gr~owin~
,crystals. One such gas is r.tydT"ogen which may
form from the fuel gases or ·t~b.e e.lec.t.:eod.e coa,tirlg.
2. During the early' staGe or crystallization of the
melt} the first crystals to form hav~ a low carbon
content. The remaining melt 'is enriched with
carbon which reacts with the dissolved oxygen
forming carbon monoxide. If the stee~ contains
large amount~ of sulfur, sulfur dioxide may be
generat~d in the same fashion.
3. If pieces of electrode coating flake off and
are buried in the melt,they will discharge
gas, and cause blowholes.
The gas pockets formed by the evo~utions described above are
generally spherical. However, wormholes (blowholes with several con-
. strictions) are not unconimon. Wormholes may be formed by the new
evolution of gas when a bubble has been entrapped by growing crystals
thus enlarging the bubble beyond' the constriction.
The flange edges of the beams were in the flame 'cut condition
but here ,again the gas pockets in ,the we~d root proved to be more
critical. This is interesting to note since theflan'e cut edges were
, not smooth and were much harder than the rol;led' surfaces.
The manual tack weld occupied two-~hirds of the tee specimen test
section and approximately' 64% of the tee specimen failed in the tack weld.
Assuming ~binomial distribution(17) for the occurrence of failure in or
out of the tack weld} it'was found that the tack weld showed no detrimental
effect'on the fatigue st~ength of the tees at the 5i sig~ificance level.
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5~4.2 Effect of Descaling
'It can be seen in Fig. 13 tha,t descaling by ~b.ot·>oblasting
redl1ced the fatigu'e strerlgt:hs of plain specimens by aboll.t 10%0 In the
descaling operation by sand or shot-blasting, the not,cb~irlg of t.r.l.e surface
'reduces the fatigue strength wh~le the work-harden,ing ca.u.sed by compreBs~on
of the surface, increases the 'fatigue s~rength. The former is predominant
in sand and shot-))lasting wIlile the latter predomil:l8Jtes, when ste,el shot
peening is employed 0 The m~in difference 'between Sr.l.ot~...·blasting and
.shot peening is the removal, in the case of'shot peening, .of fragmented
shot which·produces the notching action. The particles are not removed
Fatigue tests were made on sand blasted rotatin'g bending 'specimens of a
'0.54% carbon stee~ (Y. s. ~ 77 kai, .U. T. S. ::: 115 ksi, faJ0igu.e limit _4
47.5 kat) in which the jet pressure, angle of inqidence and size and
shape of partIcle's were va,ried~ When the jet w,as normal·to the specimens,
round pa~icles reduced the fatigtle limit to 42 k;si, and, fr-agmen'ted sand,
particles reduced it to 43.5 ksi. ThiJ? is an 8.~% t'o 11.5% reduction.
In the case of fragmented sand, the jet ~ngl,e was decreased to 70° and
the fatigue limit ~ell to 37.2, ~si. On the other hand, Cazaud noted that'
de:acaling by shot peening could raise the fa,tigue li.mi.t to 55.2 ksi :i.n
complete reversal.
, In a Iiterature survey studying the adv'arlt,ages of sh.ot peening
'cylicaily loaded steel p;trls, .HOrger(23) stunmarized that-, in general,
fatigue' strength was' increased by shot peening a1.tl1o'agr.:. t:his effect
',diminished with an increase' in shot sizeD ()PI)Osed, to :~h.fs., I,f7:ssells
(24)
. and Murray recor~ed that the fatigue limits'of quenched and'tempered
SAE 9260 steels were :lower~d by shot 'peening. They believed that this
was caused by unfavorable stresses rem:Lining from heat treatment. Frye
and Kehl(25) found that .the fatigue strength of a 0.5410 carbon steel
(y. s. = 76~ 7 ksi, U. T. S.. = 115. 7, ks'!) was slightly lowered; by blasting
....--.
with very fine particles, a mixture of No. 90 shot and No. 60 steel grit.
They also noticed a s'light decrease in surface' hardness. Grover, Gordon
and Jackson(26) called attention to the existence of an optimum intensity
of peening,~bove which the fatigue st~ength dec~eased instead of increasing.,
In the case of SAE 4340 steel they showed that for intensities much greater
than optimum, the fatigue strength fell below that of the lUltreated steel.
Although the descaled specimens in the current tests were
exposed fo~' 10, minutes per surface d.uring the descaling o,peration, the
fine particles of ,shot may not have had a significant peening effect.
"The reduction in fatigue' strength is pro1?ably due to the notching effect
of the shot fragmente rather than a less ductile surface, metal due to work-
hardening.
,5,.4.3 Effect of Understressing
It has been Shown(1.,2) that i;;hefatigue lives of' some steels
may be rais~d by understressi~gat or" below the fatigue li~t for a 'great
number o~ cycles. On the other hand, it appears that high strength, heat
,treated steels benefit very little from understressing. To check'this
hypothesis, '·the naximum stress of "run out" specimens was increased and
the test was continued until fracture occurred.
1
l
I
1
I
1
'The plain specimensP1T... 4-R, PU-12-R, pu-8-z .and PU'''3-Q were con-
. sidered as 11 run Quts"· a~d were' subsequently tested at h.igher cyclic
stresses until failure. It 'appeared' that ~hese plain specimens did not
demonstrate any increase in fatigue resistance due to understressing and
it is suggested that ft run out lt plain specimens of'uT-1,t steel be con-
sidered a's previously unteSted specim~ns w1).en cycliqally lo~ded to failure
at a higher stress.
Three welded tee specimens (W ...1I-H, W-12-H and W-3-Z) tef?ted at
higher maximum stresses after ft run out", showed'slight beneficial effects
of understressing W,,,~ll-R, aft~r "run out tr , was also tested at a h'igher
's~ress but showed a slight decrease in fatigue resistance. It appeared
that the beneficial effects of understressing on the welded' specimens
increas,ed with stress· r~tio R' but, due to the limited number of "run out"
tee specimens, no, strong conclu~ions should be made.
5.4.4 Effect of Moistur~ in Welding Flux
'The deleterious effects of hydrogen on the fatigue strength
of welds have bee~.reported!27) The fatigue strength of a welded mild
steel decreased by 20% for a ~enfold increase. in hydrogen con~ent. The
sourc'e of hy~rogen was not moisture but wa's the organlc content of' the
.flux. In this program, ~ow·hydrogen.fluxeswere used at all times and'the
source of hydrogen was. moisture absorbed from the ai.r. It was l~arned
(Fi.g •. "~3) that t1?-e. omission of baking the flux. in a.n -oven could result
'in a decr,eas~ in fatigue strength of approximately 7% at midrange (70 ~i).
The hydrogen contents of an "unbaked flu.x" weld. (:RS) and a
."baked flux" weld, '(W-59-H) were analyzed a,s 31.0 ppm and 11.3 ppm
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respectively. The 7% decrease' in fatigue strength for an approximat'ely
'threefold increase in.hydrogen content correlates' well with the tests
" (27·)
mentioned above. It must be remembered, however, that" the hydrogen
content of the welds at the time of 'deposition were probably greater than
the above values since :hydrogen will diffuse out of the metal even aft'er
cooling.
This fact substantiates t;he practice of baking welding flux
and coated electrodes before using them even if they were taken from a
sealed package.
6. SlTMMARY
I
A progra~ of fatigue tests conducted on plain and filleted
welde,d axic;tlly loa~ed specimens and welded, built-up beams of 'tT_lit
constructional alloy steel was desc.ribed. The effects of, several
factors on the fatigue life of nT_In steel specimens sUbjected to con-
stant amplitude (sinusoid~l) loading were studied:
1. Maximum stress· per cycle
2. stress ratio
3. Surface condition,
4. Welding proces,s
5- Moisture in welding flux.
Review of the literature indic'ated th~t, prior t.o the program
described in this report, all fatigue" specimens used to study conti~uous
longitudinal fillet weldments in structural steels did not realistically
simulate prototype condit~ons. The ends of 'the ·longitudinal fillet weld
always terminated in the test section ,(8. region of relati"vely high stress)
and often the neutral axis of the' specimen did not lie in the same plane
along the length of the sp~cimeno The latter condition superpOsed bending
stresses on the stress concentration at ,the fillet weld end,thus in1tiat-
ing fatigue failure at this point.
The tee specimen described herein 'had neither of the above
,mentioned deficie~qies and, when tested, gave a t,rue measure of the
fatigue, s,trength of the weldment it~elf. This welded tee specimen' is,
relativ~ly 'simple to fabricate and can be tested in any of, the modern
structur~l fatigue 'testing machines to study most of the factors known
, (1 2)
to affect fatigue resistanc~_ ' .Any type of longitudinal fillet
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welfunent (built-up beam or tension-compression. member) may be simulated
~y the tee ~~ecimen and, therefore, its tests will serve as a more
realistic basis for 'strnctural design c.riterion.
6 .,1 EFFECTS OF VARIABLES ON FATIGUE LIFE
It 'was show~ (Sect. 5.2.2) that the stress spectrum may be
~ully defined bY'stating o~ly the stress r~nge (Smax. -, Smin.) per cycle
if the surn of the maximum' re'sidual tensile stress and the .nominal ma.ximum
stress. per cycle exce~ds the yield strength b~ the weldment .on the first
cycle. During subsequent cycles, the tru~ maximum stress in the weld will
be equal to the yie+d strength or the weldment.
~lain specimens were sensitive to surface condition since all
p~ain specimen' fatigue fai~ure8 were initiated o~ the surface. Descaling,
therefore, had a' ~eleterious effect on the fatigue resistance of plain
specimens. On the other, hand,. the fatigue failures of the weldments were
i~itiated, generally, at internal 'defects and were insensitive to surface
condition 0
The various welding processes used in the p~ogram produced
critical defects ,of varying size. It was'learned that the change in
defect size caused no significant difference in fatigue strength of the
various weldments.
Moi~ture ab~orbed from the atmospher~ by the welding flux waS
.shown to have a detrimental effect on the fatigue .strength of weldments •
.~' .'
This fac~ ~ubstantiates the customary practice of oven 'baking welding
flux or coated electrodes before use.
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6.2 SIMILITUDE OF BUILT-UP BEA:MB BY wELDED TEE SPECJMENS
By reproduc:in~ the base metal, weld metallurgy, stress. spect:rum
and stress state, a buil,t-up beam was simu~ated by the welded tee.
specimen. The base'metal and 'weld metallurgy reproduction were a matter
of fabrication. As long as the stress-strain rel~tionship in the
critical region (fillet weld} ,is the" ~ame tn the tee specimen as in the
built~up beam, the stre~s' spectrum is reproduced and ,it was shown that
the stresses in the _rest of ,the cro'ss section (beam or tee specime~) had
no effect on the fatigue strength of the weld. 'The lack of stres.s,
simulation 'outside ~he critica:l region may effect the rate of cra'ck growth
'in the base metal but 'the existence of a crack in the 'longitudinal -fillet
weld is 'detrimental (Secto 5.2.3) to the safety of a member~ The number
at loa,d cycles to'the oc;currence of such a crack may be p'redicted by the
- tee specimens.
Direct similitude was obtain'ed' for beams failing in the ',pure
mOment region. In ,this region, ,the state of stress was essentially
that of the tee spe"cimen .-.. uniaxia·l.
It wa.s shown experimentally (Art. 5•3) .that the' .maximum shear
failure criterion predicts the fatigue strength of longitudinal fil~et
welds sUbj'ect'ed to 'a combined stress state better than the distortion
energyf'ailure criterion., AlSO, the maximum'shear hypothesis, though
derived for a biaxial stre.ss condition, is the, same for a triaxial etr~ss
. '
state as long as the stress due to lateral restraint' remains tensile.
6. 3 FUTURE RESEARCH
The ,most' obvious ~esearch to be initiated is the study of the
fatigue strength of longitudinal fillet welds in steels other ··than
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TfT_l ft • This would result -in a more, realistic basis for fatigue design
.'criterion.· .
Now that' 'the' shape and location of the S-N curves have been
determined for the" longitudinal fillet weldrrients, the variability should
be measured by· testing 8 to 10 specimens at ,both a high a'nd a low stress .
level.at each of :t1?ree stress ratios, (1/2, 0 and -1). The variability
will probably not be much different from ·that determined herein because
the relatively great notch severity of the weld defects produce rather
small scat~er. (Sect. 5.1.2).
Another rewarding field of research will be the study of the
effects of random stress spectrums on the fatigue strength of longitudinal
fillet welds. ~is, however, will require a statistical analysis of loa~ r I
magnitude and frequency histograms of p~ototype structures'." Since .the
order of random loading can produce either understressing ,or Qverstres'sing,
these factors will ,also need further study.
It was shown that the maximum shear failure criterion served
to relate the uniaxial and' combined 'stres.s states in fatigue. A ~riaxial
stress state exists in the critical region of the' weldment and not only
, ,
the stresses due to restraint to lateral str~in. (Poisson's effect) but
. also the triaxial state of residual welding stres.ses should be measured
to fully express the stress state in the.distortion energy failure
,c'riterion.
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Cycles
+
---'---.,..------- -~------+---
'N: Fatigue life for a given Smaxo and Sr
Sa = Sr/2: stress amplitude
Se: Fatigue limit for a given Sr
,8m = (Smax. + Smin. )/2: Mean stress
'Smax. : Maximum or highest algebraic stress per cycle
Smin.: Minimum or lowest algebraic stress per cycle
. Sn~ Fatigue strength for n cycles
.Sr = Smax. -, Smin.: stress range (aigebraic difference') .
Su: Ultimate tensile. 'strength,
R = Smin./Smax.: stress ratio (algeb"raic)
Se/Su: Fatigue ratio
ASTM, SYMBOLS ]'OR FATIGtJE TESTING AJ\TD ANAIJYSIS
A P PEN D I X II
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Tensile residual stresses raise the m~an stress during a fatigue
cycle but the effects are not always additive. Keith, (28) "'Tallace and
Frankel (29) and Rosenthal, Sines and Zizi~as(30) .,ere among the first to
point out that, if the maximum stress per cycle plus the residual stress'
exceeded the yield ~tress, a redistribution of residual stresses ocqurred
during the· first cycle,.
A"simple illustration ,of the redistribution of residual stresses
due to the first cycle.' of fatigue loa.ding follo,1s. Fig., 52 shows ,an
a~ial1y ~oaded bar containing a longitudinal weld and an idealized longi.
tUdinal residual stress distribution. It is assumed that the yield stress
of the weld is equal to the yield stress of the base metal and that both
weld and base metal ,are ideal elasto-plastic materials. The nominal
stress ratio is zero (z~ro-to-tension) and the maximum no~inal str~ss per
~ycle is one-half the yield stress. As the load is applied during the
first cycle, yield.occurs (Point B, Fi~. 53) in" the ~eld metal when
p = ? 2 Py (py is ~he force required to produce yieldlng of" the entire
cross-section). The section continues to ,elongate under increased load;
however, the modulus of elasticity of the ,cross~section is no longer E
(that."of,the base metal) but is the tangent Y!10dulus, ·Et. When P == 0.5 Py
(Point C, Fi,g If 53) the stress in the weld is equal to the yield stress
but the base metal stress, 0.36 0y, is less than the 'nominal stress (piA).
After elastic unloading, the r,esidual stresses h~ve been redistrib~ted
, '(Point D, Fig. 53) and all' successive cycles of Pmax , :-:-: 00'5 Py will be
carried elastically.. The strainn d.urit:J.g the sv~ccessive cycles will follow
the line DC in the stress-stre"in c'urves of Fig'~' 53. It. wiJ..l be recalled
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that the nominal stress ratio is O;'however, the actual stress ratio in
'the -w-eld is o. 5 and in the base metal the ratic i'8 -0 II 3~9. The base metal
is less crltical than wo'uld be indicated by the nominal maximum stress and
nominal stress ratio. On the other 'hand, the weld ,metal is stressed more
severely than is indicated by tne nominal stress spectrum. Sin~e the
weld region is the most critic~l portion of, the cross-section of the
axially loaded bar, 1t i~ necessary to know only the stress'-strai,n
relation for the weld region, (Fig. 53) to establish the actual stress
spectrum. The actual stress 'distribution in the' base metal is imm~terial.
The same argument expressed 'aboye for the axially loaded bar
applies equally well for a beam 'containtng,longitudinal welds. Fig. 54-,
, shows a beam cross r1 section, an ideali~ed residual stress distribution and
the redistribution of residual stresses due to an imposed 'nominal' stress
spectrum, 0 to 0.5 oy, in the weld. ,It can be seen that, afterthe'tirst
cycle, the stress ratio in the weld i8'005 while -that in the extre~e
fiber of the base m~tal is ,approximately' zero. ,Again, ,the, weld is
stressed more critically than indicated by the nominal st,ress'ratio,
R = O. During successive cycles, the stress.,curv~ture re1?ttionship is
as shown by the lines DC (Fig.', 55) '.' Just, as ,in the ca,se of, the bar, one
needs to know' only the stress-strain, relation of the weld region to
establish the actual stress spectrum of the critical area. In both the
bar an~ the beam, the final residual stress in ,the weld after the first
cycle is e.qual to' the yie,ld stress minus the maximum 'nominal stress in
the weld.,
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TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF -FATIGUE TESTING PROGR&M
-77
ST.HESS OA nTrr,..l.V-.l...L .1-,.1
1 1 R = 0 R ::: ,,1R:::- R==4
SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION 2(H) (Q) (z) (R)
Plain
As Eeceived (Pu} 12 12 12
Descaled (p) 4 12
Fillet~welded Tee (w)
"Low strengthft electrode 12 12 11
Beams
'tHigh strength'" electrode
Modified Welding Procedure
Flux not baked
Flux baked
. Pilot
'Main Series (B)
12
10
12
1
19 ·4
'.
TABLE 2 - 1fT_ltt CONSTRUCTIONAL.ALLOY STEEL USED IN TEST PROGRAM -78
Yield* ?Tensile Elongation, Reduction
strength, strength, Perc-ent of Area, Chemical Composition, percent
Heat Plate ksi ksi in 2 in. -Eercent C MIl P S Si Ni Cr Mo Cu B Va
-
.A. ~!8 1l4.5 123.0 26 59.0 0.16 0.87 0.027 0,.026 0.22 ·0.87 0.58 0.50 P·27 0.004-I(6501.21 ) 3/4 109.4 120.4 21.6 64.3
13 3/8 lll.O 11906 30 59.1 0.16 0.77 0.013 0.017 0.24 0.80 0.58 0.50 0.24 0.003 o.o~
f 7h1\fr::;c:'''' ) 3/4 ll5.0 126.0 30 54.2~ J .11_</5.
Pilot .3//8** ll8.6 123·7 21.3 43.9 0.15 0.89 0.01 0.02 0.28 0.75 0.64 0.88 0·32 0.005 0.07
Beam 3/4~* 112.5 122.2 22.6 62 0 l 0.18 0.80 0.02 0.02 . 0.21 o.8J. 0.67 1 0 04 0.41 0.005 a.oE
Austenitizing Teillp~
-r-- 0.2% offset.
** Does not meet all requirements for· ttT-l" constructional alloy steel.
?··:cdulus of Elasti-ity = 29.5 x 103 ksi
Eoissonfs Ratio = 0.323
HEAT TREATING CYCLE
1700° F.
Time 3/~·n li
3/8" ~
70 min.
43 min.
Tempering Temp .. 1250° F.
Time 3/1!~n It
3/8" Ji
70 min.
43 min.
TABLE 3 - WELDING CONDITIONS -79
Maximum
Travel Preheat Int~r1?ass
Current Voltage Speed Temp. Temp.
Weld Process Electrode Flux amps volts ipm of of
3/16" Tack :Manual 1/'8" dia,meter
- 135 22 lO 70
shielded- E 11018
metal-arc Atom Arc T
process
Fi11al 1/4" Fillet Automatic 5/64Tt .diameter Lincoln 400 32 20· 70 200
1! low ·st.rength1T submerged.. Lincoln Electric Electric
arc process. Noo L-70 No,. 840
Final 1/4tf Fillet ·Automatic Page 8620 Linde 300 33 15 70 200
Hl1igll strength tf . submerged Grade
arc process 80
Modified Weld~ng Automatic ~/64tf diameter. Unionmelt 300 32 15 70 200
Procedure submerged Linde Oxweld #50
Fi.ns.l 1/4f! Fillet arc process 29
.","
Weld Metal
EI1018
Atom Arc T"
(tack w~ld) "
-80
TABLE 1.. ... WELD l\1ETAL PROPERTIES
(From Ina,n'Ll:faeturers' d.ata.)
"Undiluted Weld Metal
Yield Tensile" Elongation
Point, strength" ,tn 2 Inches, Chemlcal Composition, percent
ksi ksi perc,ent C Mn 8i Cr Ni Mo
101 112 22 0.06 1.5'3 0.27 0.31 1.88 0.42
"Lincoln I.J-70
(" low s~rengthff)
Page 8620
(ffhigh strength")
Lip-de Oxweld 29
(modified
procedure)
50
57.5
70
100
67
22
40
37
0.20 0.80 0025 0.45 0.55 0.20
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
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TEST RESULTS
TABLE 5 - PLAIN SPECIMENS ~. ,DESCALED SURFACE
R ~ 1/2
Dista'nce
Smaxo Life It'xft Location of Initiation'
Specimen ksi .kilocycles inches of Failure
--
P-l-H 77.0 2283.2
-
No failure
110.0 165.3 ." 1.50 Edg~ test section
Pl,2-H 100'.0 3658.0 . No failure
110.0 460.7 3.0 Edge-transition
. P-3-H 77.0 2966.4 . No, failure,
90.0 625.6 No .failure
100.0 539.0 3025 Edge-transition
P-4-H 11.0.0 230.0 2~375,' Edge-test section
Smin. ~ 1/2 Smax.
Note:
-
The' dimension "xlt is the distance from the center-line of the specimen
to the· fractu!e measured parallel to the longitudinal axis.
-82
TEST RESTJLTS
TAB]~E. 6 PLAIN SPECIMr~NS ,. DESCALED STJRFACE
R == 0
Distance
'Srnax. Life "XU Location of Initiation
Specirnerl ksi kilocycles inches of Failure
Unless noted:
P..I-Z 48 735.6 2075 Failure was initiated
at edge in test section
P-2-Z 94 - 62.5 0 0 .25
P-3-Z 94 81.8 0.50·
p-4-z ·'44 79202 1.00
P-5-Z "r6 90.2 1.375
p-6-z .
·76 145.8 3·00 Edge-transition
P~7-Z 76 105.0 1.00
p-8-Z 40 3612.1 Grips
P-9"'Z 56 470.9 1.00
P-IO-Z 56 384.4 2.50
P-l'l-Z 56 462.2 0.187
P-12-Z 94 36.1 -2.75.
Smin. = 0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
TEST RESUIJTS
TABLE rr ',; PlAIN SPEClMEl'1S ,- HAS' RECElVEDtt SURFACE
R =,0'
-83
Distance. '
S Life ttxrt Location of Initiationmax,
Sp~cimeri 'ksi kilocycles 'inches, of Failure
Unless noted:
PU-l ..;Z 100 53.0 3.00 All failures were
ini~iated at· edge in
tranAition radius
PU-2-Z 100, 55.4 3.00
PU.,.3·.,Z. 99.5 64.2 3.00
pU~'4-z 100 51.8 -3.00
PUr;5-Z 90 86.8 . 3.00
.pu;.6 ... z. 80 190.0 3.00
'PU-7-Z ~60 600.5 3.00
pu-8-z 40 3967.4 . NQ. fail'ure
80 155.:2 3050
PU-9-Z 58 2438.0 0,625 Failed in grips at 1740 kc
Failed in test section
at 2438· kc
PU-1O-Z 50 4294.0 No failure
80 ' 137.6 2.00 ~dge,-test section
·PU-Il-Z 58 567.3 1.75 Edge-test section
PU..12~Z . 58 411.1 3.00
Smin. ::: 0
TEST RESULTS
11A.B~LE 8 - PLft:.IN SPECIMEfJS - "AS RECEIVEDft SURFACE
R =: -1
TEST RESULTS
TA11LE 9 - PLAIN SPECIMENS .. tr AS RECEIVED" SURFACE
R :: 1/4.
-85
Distance
Smax. Life Ifxft Location of Initiation
Specimen ksi kilocycles inches of Failure
-
PU-I-Q 100 ·52.3 3.25 Edge-transition
PU-2~Q '60 403.8 2~625 Edge~test se~tion
PU-3-Q 61.1 4244.8 No failure
.80 220.4 3.00 Center-wide f"lace
pu-'4-Q 70 815.2 3.'50 Center-wide face
PU-5-Q 76 179.5 1.00 Edge-tes,t section
.pu...6~Q . 84 168.1 2.25 Edge-test section
PU--7-,Q 88 101.3 0.25 Edge-test section
pU-8-Q 64 375.6 3.25 Edge-transition
PU-9-Q 76 176.5 2 •. 00 Edge-test section
PU-IO-Q. 68 472.4 2.25 Edge··test section
PU-llr-1Q 63 624.2 .1.375 Edge-test section
PU~·12-Q 62 420.4 1.75 Edge~test section
"HIGH 'STRENGT~f-Itf EIJECrrRODES (Page 8620) - R ::: 1/2
~'Esrr RESULTS '
f]:ABLE 10 - WF~LDED ~:EE SPECIMENS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
... vleb s,urf'ace?
? - flange surface
Location of Initiation
of FaiJ..ure
Small blow hole - weld
face
Grips
Gas pocket ~" weld root
Gas pock.et - weld root
Gas pocket - weld root
Small gas pocket ,- weld
root
Gas pocket weld root
Weld,spatter - flange
edge
Arc strike - web
Arc strike - flange
-86
2.00
3~OO
2.00
3.00 Small blow hole ~ weld
f'ace
2.375
0.00
3.00.
Distance
It x"
incb.es
414.3
1140.3
620.5
328.190
70
60
66
W-31-H
W-29-H
W-30-H
Smax. Li.fe
Specimen ksi kilocycles'
W-20-H 70 523.0
\A[ -21-H 80 820.1
W-22-H ·'58 904.0 .
W-23-H 56 3421.7
w-24-H 66 761.7
,W-25-H 90 250.0
w~26-H 60 1497.3
W-27-H 86 387.1
1
I
1
I
I
TEST RESULTS
TABLE 11 t ~ WELDED TEE SFECIYJENS
"LOW STRENGmlt ELECTRODF~S (L:ln,coln L"'70) R :.-:: 1/2
8.-/
- i
Di.stance
Sm~x_ I~ife ttxff Location of Initiation
Specimen ·ksi . ~ilocycles inches of Failure
U'nless Noted:
W-I-H 60 925-7 ~.·75 Fai,lures were initia~ed
at gas po.ckets in weld
roots
W-2-H ' 86 269.0, ,1.25
W-3-H '102 126.5 1.00
'W-4-H 60 1157.9· Grips
W-'5-H' , 74 513.0 2.375
W-6-H 74 658.8 2.25
W-rr-H 60 891.9 0.25
W-8-H ?,O 1970.8 0.75
W-9-H 50 1372.5 0.25
W-1O,-H 86 297.0 '. 2.00
W....ll-H 48 3806.0 No Failure
:
70 784.3 Grips
W-12-H 46 . 4491.0 No Failure
$6 554.1 0.00
Smin~ =.1/2 Smax.
(')0
-t)()
f .' .•~
. TEST,RES~~.'
TABLE 12 - W~LDED, TE~",St~~6IMENS
)~." ~ ..<~ ~""'::t:~ -.. o!
ltLOW STRENGTir' ELEC',rRObES{L'i.n6'oin L-70)n ," 0
, ,
.. --J~~~ • ....
Specimen,
W-I-Z
W-2,-Z
W-3-Z
w-4..z
W-5-Z
w-6-z
W-7-Z'
w-8-z
W-9-Z
W-IO-Z
W-12-Z
Smax. Life
ksi kil,ocycles
-,-
3° 2197.4
28 1437.8
27 4000.0
60
.-'
150.0
64 ,136.3
50 174.5
40 516.3
46 304 0 8
30 1674.3'
33 1517.1
26 ' 1259-7
32 1564~7'
28 1357.'7'
. Bmin • = 0
Di'~t~'nce ',,'
..•. :':~~f~i~;'::';"
...·i::."3¥;\· .....
2~6~5" " '
3,.,00,"'
, ~,.,Op-',
1:.375'"
2.25. ,"
O~25
,'1.... ,00,· '~1
2 00"'"
, ';",:' -, "
. ",~. ~ .... ~ .~
, ~:''-:,,'''':'
~ I _ '
.,'
~ .1 \ •
Location of Initiation
of Failure
Gas pocket- weld root
Gas pocket - weld root
No failure
Gas pocket - weld root
Surface of flange
Gas pocket - weld root
Surface of fillet weld
Gas pocket - weld root
Gas' pocket - weld root
Inte~ior of fillet we~d
a·as pocket - weJ.d root
Grips
Gas, pocket ~1 weld root
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I
1
TEST RESULTS
.. TABLE 13 - WELDED, TEE SPECIMENS
"LOW STRENG'IH1t ELECTRODES (I,incolrl 1)--70) R =: ..·1
-90
'I'EST RESULTS'
. TABLE 14· "" lilELDED ,TEE ,SPECIMENS
MODIFIED WELDING PROCEm~(FIUx not. baked) R "= 1/2
Smax. L.ife
$pecimen ksi kilocycles
AB. 60 826.0
CD 70 '714.8
EF 86 232.8
JK. Not tested
1M 50 1361.3
NO 46 2018.4
PQ 90.0 10'7.7
RS 74.0 484.4
TU 80.0 387.-5
'VIi[ Not tested
Xy 44.0 2118c.l
AA . 42 0 0 4219.'4 .
Distance
"x"
inches
o.
o
0.25
1
o
Location of Inftiation
of Failure
Gas pocket - weld root
Grips
Gas pocket - weld root
Defect ,.1 weld root
~liC'k in flange
Grips
Gas'pocket - weld root
Gas pocket ~ weld root
.Gas pocket - weld roo·t
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
TEST RESULTS
r[~B~5 - WELDED CffiE'SPECIMENS
~/K}I)'I}i'Igl) WELDING PROCEDURE (F'lux bak.ed) R -== ]./2
-91
S Dtstance
rnax 0 .Life ttxtr Location of Initiation
Specimen ksi ~~locycles inc.hes ,of Fract'ure
----
W-5Q-H 86 315.2 2.0 Gas pocket - weld root
W-51-H 46 2428n2 2.-5 GElS pock.et - weld root
I
W-52-H '41.~ 2314.5 0.5 Gas pocket - weld root
W-53-H 7D 629.0 1.625 Gas pocket .. weld root-
,W-54-H l\To~J tested '
, W~55-H" 60 1029 0 0 2.0 Weld root
',"W-56...H 90 32 r r.0 Grips
W-57-H 50 1772.4 1.75 Gas pocket - 'w~ld root
W-58-H 60 570 .. J. G!~ips
W-59-H' 60 1395.6 Grips
W...60-H :j)fot tested
W-61-H 48 2469.3 0.25 Gas 'pocket .. weld.~o.ot
.. W..62-H' 64 444~6 Grips
w-63-H 80 430Q7 : 1,'5 Gas pock.et - weld r~oot
... 92,
TEST RESULTS
TABLE 16 - BEAlJIS '
Speci1!!.en R,
~ma~. - ksi
Test Point o~
Sectioll Failure
Life
kilocycles
\x '
tnche's Initiation of Failure
Pilot 1/2
1/2,
8o~o 0.0
'1.00
5.00*
Gas pocket " ~eld root----
Gas pocket - weld root'
B-4
B-5
B,-6
1/2
1/2
1/2
2.1550'4' "
8°7.2
8.50
r( .50
0.75*
5.50*
,6 .. 75*
8.00
2,,00*
Gas pocket - weld root
Tip of.faying surface
Weld root
1/2 48.0 48.0 202707 1.75
2.00*
Gas pocket - weld root
B-9**
B-IO**
B~ll**
B-1,
. B-12**
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/4.
1/4
56.1
79.0
..42.0
1131~8
467.0
426!~,.3
20,9. 6 ,
2.75
7.00
8.00*
9.75*
7.?O
2~OO
0.25*
0.75*
Gas pocket - weld root
Tip of faying surface
Tip of faying 'surface
Gouge in flange edge
Gas pocket ., weld .root
* Crack in weld only (determined by dye-check)
** Preloade~ in shear.,span
R = Sroin
Smax:
Smax =' bending stress in weld root
Tip ,of faying surface
Tip of,faying surface2.25
7~OO
5~\50*
6.00*
6.50*
Note: All beanls were instrumented
with electrical resistance strain
gages on the weld and the test
'section stresses cited above are
measured V'd,lues.
1/4
1/4
B-13**
B-14**
1'EST HESlIT..JTS
TABLE' 16 - BEAMS
(Continue,d)
Smax.
- ksi
Test Point of Life x
Specimen R Section Failu.re ,kilocycles inches Initiation 'of Failure
-
B-15 1/2 57.5 13.38' 1206'.6 10.50' Gas pocket - weld root
9.50*
.10.50*
11025*
11. 751(~
12.00~
12.00*
12.50*
12.50*
13..25*
14. 75*
B-16 1/2 49.6 33.73 1385.0 lO'G125 Weld root·
B-17 1/2 49.6 . 42036 1937.6 9.50 Tip of faying 'surface
11QOO~'
11.50*
12.00*
B-18 1/2 57.2 '33.20 1350.8 11.• 00, Tip of ~aying surfa,ce
,9.50*
B-20 ~/2 50.0 32.19 1720.6 2.50 Tip of faying su:eface
2.00*
4 q 50~*
B-2l 1/2 59.5 0.113 623.4 16.25 Weld root
B-'22 1/2 49.• 8 28 •.62 1809.5 13.00 Tip of faying surface
13.00*
1305°-*
:13.75*
14.125
1)+. 50*
15.00-*
-B-24 1/2 . 49~6' 3rr.Ol 1988.2 11.00 ,Weld root
0.25*'
3.00*
10 0 00*
1.0.75*
B-25 1/2 49.5 34.63 2 r r05.0 9.'00 Wel,d root.
B-19 .1/2 58.0 58,,0 867.1 1.50 Gas pocket ..... weld root
-94'
T~BLE 17 .- BEAM PRELOADS .
Bean.l
B-8
B-9,
B-IO
B-ll
B-12
B-13
20 ,hB.o
16 56.1
20 49.3"
20 42.0
20, ,46.9
16 53.0
12 75.0
20 37·1
Be'1..1ance of I]~ef?t
t)o:~cC-Trpr~c ing Max irn1;.[(1
("dO Fig:) 58) St,y'ess,
'In." ksi
8 48.0
8 56.1
8 79.0
8 42.0
8 73.5
8 53.0
8 75.0
8 '37.l
I
I
I
1
I
I
. rrAJ:3LE ]~8 - SLOPE OF· F~TIGUE CRACK IN WFjB O'F BEAM
. ,
MEABtJRED AND COMPtJTED
e*
. Beam .Measu:red Computed
B"l 28.7 0 29.3 Q
B':'4 20.0 .30.5
B-5 2606 29.3
B-6 35.0 30.0
B-ll 33·7 28.1
B-14 23.2 28.7
B-15 36.0 33.0
B-16 31.0 32.5
B-1? '10.3 31·7
B-l,8 22.6 33-7
B-20 35.5 ?
B-21 L~5 .0 41.3 .
B-22 23.2 36.7
B-24 23.9 33.7
13-25 25.5 ' ·3·1.1
* e is the a"ngle o,f c', the fatigue crack wi~h
i1he vertical.
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!ABLE 19 - STATIC. 'IIES~[l-WELDED TEE S;pEClMEN JK
-96
Theoreti.cal·* Measured %Difference
Yield Load 245k 24.1k -1.6
(0.2.% Offset)
Ultimate Load 267 k 2r-rlk +2.2
%Elongation ip.61t 10 12.5 +20
%Reduction in Area 57
* Based on tensile coupon tests of base materials.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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,TABLE '20 - STATIC. TEST-BEAM B-7-2d CYCLE - .STRESSES AIr BOTTOM OF FLANGE
P .::: Total Load _P/2 was applied'below rosette 25 Midspan at 40
. Rosette 1 2~ 7 22 25 37 ~·o
---
'Z inches 6.5 8.5 =!-O.5 12.5 l~~.5 16.5 18.5
x inches '12 '10 8 6 '4 2 0
\.)j J Meas,. .204 .271 ' .329 .358 ~413 .408 • 42!~
'P Calc. .200 ~249 .295 .340 .399 0388 .388
0'2 Meas. -.0832 -.0628 -.04)+3 -.0347 .0405 , - .0'101 .0333p- Calc. - .0240. - .0193 -.0143 - .0.138 -.0106 0 .0
d2 Meas. -0410 -.232 ,T.1346 - .0970 . .0982 c-T.o247 .0786
cTl Calc. -.120 -.0775 .... 0485 r-..0406 -.0266 0 0
e Meas. 27.0
0 23.3 22.8 19.0 "9.58 3.37 lo3~·
Calc. 19.1 () 15.6. 12.4 11.1 . 9.26 '0 0
·ct Meas. .1'72 .246 .308 .3.44 .• 409 .408 '.424'zp- Calc. .176 .230 .281 ..339 .388 .388 .388
d y Mea~. - .0516 -.0381 <~.0235 . ~~. 0208 .0448 ..~.OO973 .0334'p- Calc. a 0, 0 0 . 0 o· 0
'LZ·Y l~eas • .0898 .0874 .0867 .0729 .0371 .0151 .oo44cp~'
The coordinates z and x are shown in Fig. 40.
TABLE 21 - STATIC 'TESrr BEAM B-7; 2d ,CYCLE, STRESSES AT
,VERTICAL SECTION '8, INCHES FROM MIDSPAN
-98
Ga,ge cf 1 0'2 r:l z t$yor y
Ros,ett'e inches P P e P p
--
......
55 3.24
.Meas,. •415
Calc. ,.' .397
7' 2.29 Mea~o .419 ' -'.00439 , 25.5 (') ·.337 'I ,,0750Calc. ~295
-.
0143 12.4 ,.281 0
10 •781, , Meas • .259 ...187 41.6 .0623 .00973Calc. ' .286 -~190 39.2 00958 0
16 '
-.741 Meas. ,,-,,322 .144 n39.6 - 0132, ..... 0449Calc. "'0284 ,193 -39.5 -.09:LO 0
19 -2.'33 Meas. -n328Calc. ' -.286
5~ -3~26 Meas. '-,,356Calc. -.401
y = distance from centroidal axi's
p = total load
"TABLE 22 - STATIC TESrr BEAM B-rr, 2d CYCLE, STRESSES AT
'VERTICAL SECTION 4 INCHES FROM MIDSPAN
-99'
G,age
0"'1 d 2 O"zor .Y cry
Rosette inch-es T P e P P
56 .3.23 Meas. - ,.589Calc~ .574
25' 2.,~9 Meas. .388 ,,'0290' - 10.0 0 ' .378 .0409Calc. .399 n.Olo6 9.26 .388 0.
28 0770 Meas. .155 ' t ...161 20.8 .118 -.124'Calc.
.3°0 -.176 n37.1 .131 0
31 -.749 Meas. '-.0643 r~. 301 24.1 . -.0988 . ' ~.267Calc.
-.3°7 .180 -37.4 =·,127 0
34 ·~,e,.,,33 Meas. r'~ 0404 -.604 20.2 -0426 -.584Ca:;Lc • -.408 .0117- -9.62 -.396 0
. 'y = dis~ance from Gentroidal axis
+ ' I ~
p = total, load
-100'
T~BLE 23 1'1 STATIC TEST BEAM B"·'7;· 2d ,GyeLE STRESSES AT ~:.
"VERT,reAL SECTION, AT- MIDSPAN
I
'Gage
d 1,
.·ci 2 d zor y p ,'- FRosette inc~es .p e
57 3n25 Meas. 0603
,Calc t. .548
'60 2.8'7 Meas. .530
. Calc.
.485
. G388 040 '2.30 Meas. ' .0307 1.34 .392Calc. .388 0 0 ' .388
43 .780 Meas. .0985 -.0129 '2.34 0098.5Calc. .132 0 0 .132
46 ,-. 735 Meas. -.J·75 - .0738 ~4.'o6 -.175Calc. -.124 0 0 ....124
49 -2.30 MeaS-J -.386 ,-.0164 -.368 ·.386
- Calc.
-.387 0 0 -.387
53 ..3025 Meas • -.459Calc • ~-'. 548
.Y '= dist~nce from centroidal axis
p = total load
<:5 y
-p-
TABLE 24 - STATIC TEST BEAM B-7, 3rd CYCLE STRESSES AT
BOTTOM OF FLANGE
...101
p ~. Total Load pi 2 was applied below 22 Midspan at 40
Rosette· ' 1 l~ '7 22 25 \37 40
z inches 6.5 8~5 10.5 12.5 14(,5 16 .. 5 18.5
X inches 12 10 8 6 4 2 0
crI ' Mea.s. .202 .269 .30'6- .324 .,359 .36,4 0363
P Calc. •200 .245 .295. .340 .335 ·335 •335,~
cr'2 Meas" -.0929 ' .... 0661 . -.0524 ' -.0219 .0222 .0150 .0248p- Calc. n.0240 -.0193 ~~. 0143 -.0138 0 0 0
°2 Meas. -.459 -.246 n.1715 -.0677 .0618' ,0412 .06830'1 Calc. ... 120
-.0775 ... 048'5 .-.o4Q6 0 .0 . 0
·9 M;eas. 29.0 ~ 23.4. 21.4 13.4 . 3.26 1.38': -1·55
, Calc. 19.1 co 1?6 12.4 11.1 . 0, '0 0
dz' Mea.s. .163 ' .240 .28,6 .318 .358 .364 ,.363
P Calc •. .:476 .230 .281 .339 .335 ..335 .335'
cry' Meas. - .05-35 ' .... 0347
-·°328 -,0165 .0226 .0150 .0251p- Calc. 0 0 0 a 0 ,0 0
'Lr?""Lil Meas. .1005 ,,0955 .'0816 .0440 .0113 .00503 ' .00565p-"
The coordinates Z and X are shown in Fig. 40.
:
TABLE, 25 ~ STATIC TEST BEAM B-7, 4th CycLE ST~SSES AT
BOTTOM OF FLANGE
-102
P == Total Load P/2 was applied below 7 ~ Mids~n at 40
Ros,ette 1 4 7 22 25 37 ,40
z inch'es 6.5 . 8.5 10.5 12.5 14.5 16.5 18.5
'x "inches 12 10- 8 9 4 , -~ 0
d 1 Meas. " ,201 .24,3 .279 .2915 .314 ~326
.3°3P " Calc. .200 .249 .295 .284 .,~81 "281 .281
cr'2 Meas. ' -,,.0768 .-~ .0483 ' -.0365 .00410 .0300 .0186 .0278,p- Calc. -.0240 - •.0193 -.0143 0 0 0 0
<;'2 Meas • -.382 -~199 -.131 •0141 .0954 .
·°570 .091$
.0'1, Cal'c~ -.l~O -.0775 ... 0485 0 0 ,0 0
e Meas. 27.0
0 18.9 13.2 3.34 4.35 2.49 1.08
Calc. 19.1° 15.6 1204 0 0 0 .,0
d Z Meas. .171 .230 .270 .291 .314 .326
.3°8
T Calc. .176 .230 .284 ~284 .281 .281 .281
<1y
-Meas.
- .0465 -~0351 . .. •o2fMr6 .00464 .0305 ' .~O187 .0229
P Calc. 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0
t'Zy Mea'l? • .0867 . .0604 00521 .0113 .0113 .00816 ~OO190~:P ..
-The coordinates Z and X·are shown in Fig. 40.,
:
TABLE 26' - STATIC TEST 'BEAM B~7, 5th CYCLE STRESSES AT
BOTTOM OF,FLANGE
-103
P = Total Load P/2 was applied below 4 Midspan at 40
Rosette 1 4 "7 22, 25- 37 40
6.5 8.5 14.5 16.5 ' \ 18.5Z inches 10.5 12.5
'., X inches 12 ·10 ' 8 6 4 2 0
°1 Meas. .1'89 .218 ' .257 _ ~238 .249 ',241 .246p- Calc. .200 .249 .228 .23·0 .228 .228 .228 -
ci2 Meas. .... 0666 .-.0217 ' .0218 .0152 00094 .,00'42 , .0112
P Calc. .-.0240 .~ .0193 0 0 0 0 0
d Meas. -~354 -.0995 .0849 .0639 .03'"78 .0170' .0455----2
O'I Calc. -.120 -.0775 0 0 0 0 0
Q Meas. 27.3°, 15.3 3.54 1.38 1.59 ,2.08 .1.39
. -Calc. 19.1 0 . 15.'6 0 0 0 0 '0
d·Z M;eas. .160 .212 .255 .238 .249 .247 .• 246
T Calc. .176 .230 .228, .230 .228 .228 .,228'
dy Meas. --.0380 -.0157 .0233 ' .O~53 .0095' 000416 ,.0113p- Calc. ·0 0 0 0 o· . 0 0
Lf7v
.0805 .0383 .00314'-, .... Meas. .0195 .00251 .00377 .00503'p-~
The coordinates Z and X 'are shown in Fig. 40.
Mechanical Properties
TABLE ~7 - RESULrr'S OF TENSIIJE TES1'S ON WELDMEN'II TENSILE COUPONS
Chemi,cal Composition
0_,2.'/0 'Offset Yield Point
'Ultimate Tensile strength%Elongation in 2 'Inches
%Reduction in Area
Modulus of Ela~ti~ity
C
:M:n
P
S
Si
,N!
Or
Mo
Cu
B
Va
103.0 ksi
128.0 ksi
13.3%
3L,.• 8% .
29.J.~ 'x 103, ksi
0.092%
0.50%
0.033%
0.016%
0.30%
0.19%
0.15%
0.20%
0.125%
0.001%
9. 025%
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TABLE 28 ~ SUMMARY~RESIDUAL STRESS :MF..ASUREMENTS
--,r '. ~·i It "1~ t ':::: maXlmum res).\. ua. erlS,1. e streBS
;.. - ---
. Specimen
.W-3-R
W-12-R
W-58-H
W-60-H.
vw
Smax.
ksi
*
13
60
.*
*
*
Cycles
.,5.701 x 105
4.446 x.lo5 3l.8
59.4
63.)l-
cJ .~._y - IJffi~X •
ksi
N.Ao
-1'"-
39
* Not t~sted cyclically~ '
. . r
, Avera,ge value of' cf,t
tee ,specimen
beam
56.4·ksi
6].• 9 ksi
COMPARISON OF SURFACE HARDNESSES
TABLE 29' - ItA·S RECEIVED" AND ,DESCALED pLAIN SPF~.cIMENS
Specimen
PU-3-R
("-as received")"
p-8-z
(descaled)
RoeIDvell C Iiu.rdness
M-:lctlined. Edge Face
28 21
27
21
22
23
21
26
Average::;: 23
Standard Deviation = 2.52'
27
21
22
27
24 .
22
Av·erage.:=: 24
Standard, Dev'.iat.iQU ::: 2.55
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,SlJ1.1MARY OF HAR1)NESS
TABLE 30 .. 'StJRVEYS ON WELDED CROSS SECTIONS'
Summary
in'or out
of Tack Average Hardness~ockwell C
Spec'imen Weld 'Flange' . We~b Weld HAZ
--
W-3-H In 24·,.6 25.2 26,,0 35.9
Out 21~.,8 27.3 27,8 37.6
W~12-H In . 24.9 26.9 22.2 34.5,
Out 2LJ.• 6 27.8 . 2,3.1 , 36.3 ,
W-23-H III 2503: 26.3 23.2 . 36.3
Out 25·5 26tJ6 25.3 38.2
W-25-H In 25.1 27.1 24.0 ,38.4
Out 25.3 27.1 25.,9 . 38.6
W-3-Z In 2400 26.1' 23.6 39.3,
OU.t 24.8 27.1 23.2 39.4 .
W-5'-Z In 25·.'0 26.7 24.3 40.1
W-I-R In 26.0 26.9 24.5 39.9
, Out 26.~ 26.)+ .24.8 39.7
W-Il-R In 25.4 26.6 24.8 39.4 "
Out 25.6 .27.1 25"4 39·.8
Average .-' In 25.0 26.5 24.1 ' 3709
for Tees Out ~5.2 27ciO 2501 . 38.5
standard In 0.589 o.'6J.1 1'.130 2.182
Devi~tion Out 0.568 ' O. J~.62 Itl621 1.270
B-2 In· 27.6 2501 23.7 39.3
Out 27.6 25.9 23.9 39.6
,S'(JMMAlff .
IrABLE 31. ~ RF~GRESS1:0N ANA1\~fSIS OF f.PESrp DA.TA
Sa :~: Stande,ra. ]-i:rror of 1!jstima:te
(approximately 68% of data wi:Ll fal1wi:th,in :~. Iss
and. 95% of data will f!all wit:hill ,of: 288.)
r sample coef'fic iel: t of COI."T'el0,t:i.on
R A B ~s ~ ,r
--- ----
Plain· "as-received" m~terial'
1/4 147.0 no29o 9l~. .+ 5 c: :t .11 -0.91
-
Q.J
0 lr7201 ~.41'.L~9 :t 209 + 5.8 -0.99....
uol 96.47 -22.55 ~ l-tal ~ 8.2 -0.87
,.
- . Plain descaled material. '
0 159.,4 -39.}..8 :t 4.8 f 9.6 -o.Q?
Ttlow strengthft welded tees
1/2 200.2 . ...46.62 ~. 30.3 ~ 6.6 -0.99-
0 113'.9 -26.56 t 4.6 + 9.2 -0094
-
-1 76.90 -20.23 :: 2.2 : 4.4 -0.97
Hhigh strengthtt weld tees
l/~ 187.5 -41.36 ~: -(. C) : 15.2 -0.83
Modified weld procedure (u~aked)
1/2· 189.. 9 ~44.38 ~. 3.4 ~ 6.8
-0.99
. Modified weld procedure (baked)
1/2 194.8 ..~45051 , + '"" L ~ 4.8 ·-0.99... c. ~
. RANGE OF :b:A'fIQUE II.T,rES FOR
;'Af,LE 32 - ± ONE S'I~NDAP.D ERROR OF ES'I'IMATE-·-TEST DATA
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Slnax.
N10w
Series R ksi. N(KtJ) Nh:lgh
--_.
Plain fI as·... received"
.1/4 80 151.0 4.660 'rlO~.~ ,);.
o· 90 30. 1+ 5.0
,.50 1.51.6
5t: 59nO
-1 . ) 7.735 ' 451~.}+
Plain deScaled 0 90 34.1 10$550 35709
"low strengthtf 1/2 80 1'24.'1 4,2electrode 50' 529~5
0 50 208.1 5.630 1178.9
.-.1. 30 104.3 5.515 ·575 ~2
"higJ:l strengtn" 1/2 80 345.9 5.3
elec.trode 50 183"-( .8
Modified weld pro-·· 1/2
80 lo6'~1 4.7cedure (unbaked 50 503.1
:fl'ux)
Modified weld pro- .. ,~/2 80 80.() 4.6
cedure (ba~ed flux) .50 364.8
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'I~BLE 33 - EQTJIVALENT UNIAXIAL,. FATIGUE STRENGTH
Disto;rtion Energy Theory ~~ Beam ~B-rr '
I
Dista11ce :B°1rom
ILoa,d to MiQ.spa~ x 0, 2',t 4rr 6ft 8rr lott, i2"-- - ..-....-. ---r O"'l/P .421~ .408 .413 ~358 .329 .271 .204
4ft ~~~~+~i)2]1/2. .942' 1.013 ,'!. '~935,' 1.052 1.074' 1.134 1.256 I
1-
0'
.400 .414 .386 .354, '.308 , I,cr/P .3717 ,.255
..crlip
.3.63 .,364
-359 0324 ,,306 0269 .202
I61~ t~}~)Jl/2 .944 .954 .949 1.035 1.096 1,,143 1.217
Iif '
.342 .347 . .341 .335 .33·5 .308 .246cr/P
.ffl/P
·3°3 .326 ' ,'314 .2915, .279, .243 0201
I~~t.~)jl/28" -957 ~973 ' .956, .993 )..072 1.112 1.,236,
Irf.
, cr/P .290 .31r-( , .301 ,.289 .300 ,271 .24_~
.o'l/P
.246 .247 ' .249 ,238 .257 .218 .189 1
10" t-:r+t~)2]1/2 .978' •992 ' , '.'982 .970 .• 955 1.053 . 1.216
d
.240 .245 .244 .245cr/P .·g31 .230 .229
x = distance,a~ong fillet wel~.from midspan~
6 cr == equivalent uniaxial ~tigue strEmgthf'rom distortion energy criteria
d'cr <51 [. d 2 (el 2\ 211/2 d 1 ·</2 ...
-p- == -p- 1 - orr + \orr) J -p-and «1 from Tables 20, 24, 25 and 26
. -111·
MaximU1TI Sb.ear 'It~.eory ~.. :Searn ,:B"'7'
.204
.l43.
.202
'1.410
1.459
lotto
.:1.86 '.16',-{
.306 .269
•186 01.96
.359 0324
2ti
~408
.9588
.209
. 1)364
----;""
1.024·7
o
.93~7
.424
.9214
c5' ·
cr/P
<Ti/p
0"
1 2
- 1Tl
x
4ft
6ft
Distance From
IJoad to Mi¢ispan
;l39
.201
.148
1.38~
oJ.46
.120 .:128
.218
1.199
.257
.118
.279
·9151
•.11:1.
.936.1
.238
.• 9859
•.142
.120
.90~6
.314
.168
•.122
•:.L54
•247
.169 .
-30.3
.117
.9082
.138
.246
.9545
u'cr/p
a;./p
a'
'1 --2
crl
dcr/ P
a'l/P
<7":.
1 _ 2·
071
dcr)p
8ft
10"
.x :::: distanc'e along filled weld ·from midspan.•
d cr ~ ·.equiv~lent uniaxial fatigu~ strength from maximum shea.:r~ crite:r:i.a
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TABLE 35 ... CORREIA'IiI()N O:F fIYFOTh"'ESEE3
--:... MaxinrurnShea~ H~pothes:i"S Distortion Energy Hypothes.}~~_,.
(fll1ea,S <I . calc Q ... r d CE),lC. Sr'
WMS d cr :::: WMS 10 .Err0E, viDE ::: WOO . IBeam cr, Sr' cr !..~I_._--
--
~""':P''''''''''''''''''
B-'4 19.6 23:183 1.153 20066 ' no5056 .i., 085 22.0 ~12.23
B~5 ,- 30.5 31.86 1.1216 28 0 4 6.89 1~o66 29.96 1.• 7--(
B-6 32.87 33.83- 1.1348 29.?4 9022 1.074 31.54 4.,04
B-14 23.43 26.55 1.1119 23.82 -i.e 66 J.• 060 25.02 ..6.78
B-15 9~'55 28.29 2.631 10.75 ...·12.57 20,302 12.29 -28.70
B-16 18,.93 27.1.6, 1.252 21.64 -14.3:1 1.147 23.66 . ~25.00
'B-17 . 22'.20 2-4n60 1.1746 20.96 5.59 ' 1.098 22.42 -0--99
B-18 19. r-(t 27.56 1.323 ~o'o80 D05,.53 1 •.194 23,,02 -16.79
B-20 19~25 25.47 '1.388 18.40 4 0 41 1.24(1 . 20056 -6.80
B-21" 6.'35 .34.38 40311 7-.95 -25.20 3.909' , 8.79 0 38.42
B-22' 17·52 ~5.10 1.~192 17.10 ,-1.03 1.263 19.86 -4.62
B-24 20.'72 24.41 1.2665 19.30 6085 1.157, 21.12 -1.93
,8-25 18091 22-.29 1.i984 18.62 '1.64 '1.~t:~3 . 19.72 -4.28
-,
,.~
'A'verage Error
M'axi~urn Shear
Distorti~~ Energy
,Avg. error = 11. 72%
al ' Meas. - Calc. l'00
JO error = x
Meas.
, I
TABLE 36 - CALCULATIONS FOR INTERACTIO~l\T DIAGRAM
Ma.ximum Shear Hypothesis'
stress Range Maximum. Stress
1:: ~y y' ('t zy 02\ \z-6y ) . ~o' z;?y)if (o'Z-Oy)Beam z cry "(, zy (dz=d'y) 1+4 CJz-fly S· calc. Sr " 2Sr Meas. 'fa_Error Smax. Smax: Meas.· r:f Error
t
B-4 36.90 -3 ~ 24- lO. f77 .268 :l.l35 .88l 23.83 .?43 -4.51 44.79 .898 1~89
B~5 56.80 . -3. 5}8 l5.32 .252 1/J120 .893 -31.e6 .954 6.40 64.68 .939 4.90
B--6 . 61.78 -4.70 l7_.08 .257 .' l.124 ~889 33.83- _982 9.~7 68.80 .96r-r 8.06
E,~14 . 29.43 ~1.90 7085 .250 l._118 ~895 26~55 .886 ~l~02. 39.67 .789 . ~11.84
B""""l-~; ,13.38 -2l.41 22.20 ~638 l.620 .6l7 28.29 .625 l.28 56.-54 .626 ~ 1.44
-"~l6 33c73 ~~5.44 ·l3.84 ~354 1.225 .•816 27.16 .'721 -13.18 53.75 ,,728 ~12oo8
"B~1"7 _42.36 ':5.80 . 9.45 .194 l.O73 .93l 24_.60 .979 4.90 46.95 10028 . 9.44
B-lr3 33".20 .".6.90 16.64 .• 414 1.298 •.773- 27.36 .735" -4.. 90 54.25 .741 -4.05
B.... 20· 32.l9 ~8~63 18.97 .•465 . -1.,365 .732 25 •.47 .802 8.73 49.35 .8"28 l3-.68
B~21 0-.113 ~27r.61 23~53 0849 1.949 -513 34.38 .403 c~27.26-. 69.9~" .397 -'28.96
B'":"22 28 5 62 ~·8.61. 19.98- .53~ 1~466 .682 " 25010 .•74-2 8.09 48'.33 ~ .• 771 11·53
B-24 37~Ol ~~7. 52 l3.66 .306 1.172 .853 24.41 .915- 6.78 46.43 =.96~ 11.33"
B~25 34e63 .....lto 70 1.1.5i .295 l.l61 " .861 22.29 .880 2.16 40.-19 ~ .976 11.79
Average Erro"r
Stress Pange 1Y.Iaximum Stre_ss "
Avg. erro-r ,= 7.59% Avg. error = 10008%
Note: %' Error == 1Vleas 0' -- Calc_.~- x 100
Meas.
-11.4
CALCULAT10NS FOR-INTERACTION DIAGRAM
TABLE 37 -', DISTORTIOI~ ENERGY HYPOTHESIS
2 2) .stress Range
'l:: ,y . 'tzy . z-dzfly-nly 1f12-- tfzo'yiff \ .
2 . , 2 e S . z Y" ol
. _0 zc5"t + 2 1 + \i -dz-Oy-t{} ", S··fU
Beam~ d y 'L Zy-vsz: y ()y~ z yJR .. calc. Sr. 2 r )Meas. Error Smax.
B-4 36.90 -3.24 10.77 .'283 1 .. 111 .900 ~3 .. 83 · 799 -12 ..64 44.7'9 .. 851
B-5 56 .. 80 -3.98 15 .. 32. .260 1.097 .9l2 31 .. 86 .. 924 1.30 61+.68" .910
B-6 61.78 -4.70 11 .. 08 ..'266 l~lOl ~908 "33.83 -.949 4.21 68.80 ~935
B-14 29.1:-3 "~,,:.,90 -,:r~85 '.258 1 .. 095 ~913 -26.55 .. 861 -6 .. 04 39.67 .768
B-15 13-·38 -21.41-22 .. 20 ·731 1.613 .. 620 28 .. 29 ·555 -11 .. 71 56~54 ~547
B-i6 33.13 ~5.44 13.84 .376 1.193 .837 27 ..16, .678 -23.44 53.75 .685
B-1742.36 -5.80 9.45 .208 .1.063 .939 24.60 .925 -1~51 46 .. 95 ·970
B-18 33.20 .-6.90 16.64 .449 l.?65 .197 27~36 .679 -;17-39 54.25 .684
B-20' 32..19 .:·-a.63 18.. 97 .508 ·1.348 .7h2" 25.47 ... 132 . ,-1 .. 36 49.35 .. 757
.B-2l 0.113 -:-?7..61 23·.53' .849 1 .. 782 .. 561 34.:)8 .403 -3"9_20 69,91 .397
B-22 28~62 -8.61 19.98 .591 1.431 .699 25.10 .673 ·~3.86 48.33 .. 700
B-24 37~Ol . -1•.52 13.66 .331 1.153 .867 24.4.1 .846· - -2.48· 46 .. 43 .890
B-25 34-.• 63 . -4~10 11'.·51.309 .1.135 .881 22.29 .. 835 -5 •. 50- 40 ..19 . -924
Avera.g~ Error .
Stress Range Maximum Stress
Avg. error =·lO,.05~ Avg .. error = lO.23~
Note: 1> Error = Meas'.. - ~lc' - ~ 100
Meas.
%
'Error
-5~76.
-0 .. 22
,-., pr: .
c:.~"';'.7
-18.,22
-'i.3~34
-22 .. 19
3.20
-16.52
1.98·
·~41. 30
o.:-L4
2 .. 58
4 .. 65
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